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ABSTRACT 

We investigate the roles of (1) social capital and (2) firm type (formal versus 

informal) in shaping the relationship between entrepreneurial behavior and firm 

performance. To further investigate entrepreneurial behavior and its effect on firm 

performance, we develop two research themes based on two types of entrepreneurial 

behaviors – assertive behavior and nonassertive behavior. 

The first research theme focuses on the relationship between entrepreneurs’ 

assertive behavior and firm performance. Taking entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior as 

an assertive behavior into account, we identify the conditions under with entrepreneurs’ 

risk-taking behavior results in better firm performance. In Model 1 (detailed in Chapter 

2), we investigate whether and how firm type and social capital influence 

entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and its effect on firm performance. Through a field 

study covering 300 entrepreneurs and the same number of employees, we found that 

firm type and social capital moderate the relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-

taking behavior and firm performance. We further found that entrepreneurs’ risk-taking 

behavior is only beneficial for the firm if entrepreneurs have more social capital in their 

formal firms.  

The second research theme focuses on the relationship between entrepreneurs’ 

humility as a nonassertive behavior and firm performance. In Model 2 (detailed in 

Chapter 3), we conceptualize and investigate the relationship between entrepreneurs’ 

humility and firm performance via social capital in different firm types. Through the 

same field study, we found that social capital mediates the relationship between 

entrepreneurs’ humility and firm performance. We further found that the indirect effect 
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of entrepreneurs’ humility on firm performance via social capital is stronger in informal 

firms. The theoretical and practical implications of the two studies are then discussed. 
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Research Background 

“Why are some entrepreneurs more successful than others?” has been one 

of the biggest questions asked by entrepreneurship researchers for many years. 

Many researchers have argued that some entrepreneurs are more successful 

because some assertive behaviors—such as risk-taking, aggressive, and proactive 

behaviors—are more visible in those successful entrepreneurs than in others 

(Engelen et al., 2015; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996, 2001; Naldi et al., 2007; Stam & 

Elfring, 2008; Wang, 2008; Wiklund, 2006; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003). 

Entrepreneurs’ assertive behaviors help them to identify business opportunities 

(Eckhardt & Shane, 2003; Shane, 2003; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000) or create 

business opportunities (Alvarez & Barney, 2007; 2008; 2013) and direct those 

entrepreneurs to attain their desired business outcomes (Keohane & Nye, 1998; 

Nye, 1990). Among all the assertive behaviors that researchers have identified, 

entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior is one of the most dominant individual-level 

predictors of entrepreneurial success (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Rauch et al., 2009; 

Wiklund, 2006).  

Risk-taking behavior is defined as individuals’ willingness to face 

unpredictable and uncontrollable uncertainties (Antunes & Gonzalez, 2015) based 

on foreseeable or unforeseeable benefits or threats (Kungwani, 2014). Researchers 

argue that some entrepreneurs with high risk-taking behavior are more successful 

because they push the existing boundaries of their abilities and explore more 

known and unknown opportunities (Dess, Lumpkin, & Covin, 1997; Lumpkin & 

Dess, 1996; Rauch et al., 2009; Wiklund, 2006; Zahra & Covin, 1995). They also 

argue that entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior helps them get benefits from 
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uncertain environments because they have the courage to explore potential 

unknown opportunities and the ability to make better decisions in such 

environments (Antunes & Gonzalez, 2015; Kungwani, 2014). Whereas common 

people restrict themselves from seizing opportunities in an uncertain environment, 

entrepreneurs with high risk-taking orientation feel more motivated to explore and 

grab those opportunities to make their businesses successful (Aidis & Van Praag, 

2007; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Zahra & Covin, 1995). While the majority of 

researchers have identified a positive relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-

taking behavior and their entrepreneurial success, a number of researchers have 

found that entrepreneurs’ risk-taking orientation may also have a negative 

association with their entrepreneurial success (Bowman, 1980; Bromiley, 1991; 

Fiegenbaum & Thomas, 1988). This second school argues that while uncertainty 

in the business is unlimited, entrepreneurs’ risk management skills and resources 

are limited; therefore, any additional risk taking may hurt their chances of 

business success. As such, despite extensive research on entrepreneurs’ risk-

taking behavior and the success of their firms, the results are still inconclusive; 

however, these two factors are certainly connected to each other. 

One way to address the inconsistent results regarding the association 

between risk-taking behavior and entrepreneurial success is to consider 

entrepreneurs’ nonassertive behaviors that may help neutralize the detrimental 

impact of risk taking. In fact, in the leadership literature, research has shown that 

leaders’ humility, as a nonassertive behavior (Chiu, Owens & Tesluk, 2016; Oc et 

al., 2015; Parham, et al, 2015), is a powerful source of building social capital for 

the leaders, strengthening their influence on employees (Owens, Johnson, & 

Mitchell, 2013). Given the high-risk nature of entrepreneurial businesses, an 
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investigation of entrepreneurial humility may deepen our understanding of how 

entrepreneurial behaviors affect firm performance. However, the existing 

literature on entrepreneurs’ humble behavior is still a barren field for exploration. 

This leaves us with very important but yet-to-be-addressed questions: Can 

entrepreneurs’ humble behavior influence the success of their firms? If so, then 

how can their humble behavior help them obtain benefits for their firms?  

Humility is defined as a personal orientation (Morris, Brotheridge, & 

Urbanski, 2005) of viewing oneself accurately and displaying an appreciation of 

others’ strengths and contributions (Owens, Johnson, & Mitchell, 2013). Humility 

means the quality or state of being humble, a personal trait of sincerity and 

fairness versus pride and greed (Ashton & Lee, 2005; Oh et al., 2011). 

Entrepreneurs’ humble behavior is perceived as a nonassertive behavior (Chiu, et 

al., 2016; Owens & Hekman, 2012) that increases interaction with the employees 

(Erdogan & Liden, 2006) and displays the entrepreneur’s dedication (Greenleaf & 

Spears, 2002) by soliciting opinions of employees and admitting own mistakes by 

the entrepreneurs (Oc et al., 2015). It helps entrepreneurs gain trust from their 

stakeholders (Dana, 2007) and inspire their employees to follow them (Owens & 

Hekman, 2016). In short, humble entrepreneurs motivate both inside and outside 

stakeholders and help their firms perform better. 

While exploring the importance of entrepreneurs’ assertive and 

nonassertive behaviors on entrepreneurial success, entrepreneurs cannot run their 

businesses without their buyers, suppliers, competitors, and other stakeholders. 

The survival and success of a business largely depends on how that business can 

capitalize its social relationships with its stakeholders. In other words, irrespective 
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of assertive or humble behaviors, entrepreneurs need to rely largely on their social 

capital for their entrepreneurial success. However, the need for social capital may 

vary for different firms based on the different behaviors of those entrepreneurs.  

Social capital is defined as the ability to accumulate needed resources 

using reputation created though social relationships (Adler & Kwon, 2002). 

Entrepreneurs build their social relationships and try to benefit from those 

relationships as social capital for their business. Social capital helps entrepreneurs 

influence their firms’ performance through the reduction of voluntary turnover 

(Dess & Shaw, 2001), intra- and extra-industry knowledge sharing (Stam & 

Elfring, 2008), and the accumulation of key buyers and suppliers (Krause, 

Handfield, & Tayler, 2007). Therefore, entrepreneurs should possess some special 

abilities or exhibit some special behaviors that help them build social capital 

within the firm via exchanging inter-unit resources (Gabbay & Zuckerman, 1998; 

Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998), sharing information and knowledge (Dyer & Nobeoka, 

2000), creating intellectual capital (Hargadon & Sutton, 1997; Nahapiet & 

Ghoshal, 1998), and building social capital outside the firm, such as establishing 

and strengthening relationships (Krause, Handfield, & Tyler, 2007; Uzzi, 1997) as 

well as accessing and sharing the resources with external stakeholders (Inkpen & 

Tsang, 2005).  

The growing evidence demonstrates that entrepreneurs need certain 

abilities to build social capital for their firms (Krause, Handfield, & Tayler, 2007). 

When entrepreneurs demonstrate assertive behavior, such as risk-taking behavior, 

that behavior indicates foolish gambling with their businesses (March & Shapira, 

1987) and deteriorates their social capital by exhibiting a potential threat to their 
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stakeholders (Coleman, 1994; Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). Moreover, in 

contrast to the positive relation between risk-taking behavior and entrepreneurial 

success (Aidis & Van Praag, 2007; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Zahra & Covin, 

1995), some researchers have identified a negative association between them 

(Bowman, 1980; Bromiley, 1991; Fiegenbaum & Thomas, 1988), which indicates 

that entrepreneurs need to use their social capital as a protective shield to improve 

the positive effects and reduce the negative effects of their risk-taking behavior. 

Conversely, previous studies have shown that individuals’ humble 

behavior or humility can attract others to them and build social capital for them 

(Van Tongeren, Davis, & Hook, 2014; Worthington, 1998, 2008; Yovetich & 

Rusbult, 1994). Humility has been identified as a boundary spanner to develop 

social capital (Taylor, 2007) because it helps facilitate higher exchange and 

interaction with employees (Erdogan & Liden, 2006) as well as exhibits the 

leader’s dedication (Greenleaf & Spears, 2002). In a social context, humble 

individuals display appreciation for others’ contributions (Owens, Johnson, & 

Mitchell, 2013). Entrepreneurs’ humble behavior therefore, helps build a better 

relationship and social capital with their employees as it exhibits a better social 

exchange between entrepreneurs and their employees (Langford & Inocencio-

Gray, 2013) and indicates fairness and recognition for the achievements of 

deserving employees (Hale & Fields, 2007). Earlier, we proposed that in addition 

to entrepreneurs’ assertive behavior, their humble behavior may help improve 

their business performance (Ou et al., 2017), but a more important question is why 

individuals’ humble behavior may contribute to their firms’ performance. We 

argue that entrepreneurs’ humble behavior helps them accumulate social capital 

for their firms, and such an accumulation helps the firms be successful. As such, 
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social capital might be the central mechanism to help humble entrepreneurs 

contribute to their firms’ performance, which has yet to be explored.  

A business cannot exist without social capital, but some businesses may 

need more or less social capital than others (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Burt, 1992; 

2000; Maurer & Ebers, 2006: 290) depending on the environment or where the 

business operates (Elfring & Hulsink, 2003; Honig, 1998; Martinez & Aldrich, 

2011; Russo & Perrini, 2010; Witt, 2004). Specifically, business nature and 

structure—in other words, business type—can determine the importance of social 

capital for entrepreneurial firms (Arregle et al., 2007). Building on the concepts 

developed by Webb and colleagues (2009; 2013), we identify two types of 

entrepreneurial firms: formal and informal. Formal firms are both socially and 

legally acceptable, while informal firms are socially acceptable but legally 

unacceptable.  

We captured the definitions of formal and informal firms from the 

concepts of formal and informal economies, developed by Webb and colleagues 

(2009). According to them, a formal economy contains economic activities that 

are accepted by legal authorities and a major group of people in society. On the 

other hand, an informal economy consists of economic activities that are not 

accepted by legal authorities but recognized by a major group of people in society 

(Webb et al., 2009, 2013). Following their logic, we argue that firms that abide by 

the law are formal firms and that firms that violate the law but follow social norms 

and are acknowledged by society are informal firms. 

Social capital works as a medium of trust for both formal and informal 

firms. In formal firms, entrepreneurs know that their firms are protected by formal 
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regulations (Luo, 2002). However, in informal firms, entrepreneurs cannot get 

protection from formal agreements and are in need of some informal agreements 

as a form of guarantee to conduct their business (Portes & Landot, 2000). Social 

capital offers that guarantee to such entrepreneurs by helping them build trusted 

relationships with their stakeholders. When entrepreneurs run informal businesses, 

they try to extend and strengthen their social capital further (Khavul, Bruton, & 

Wood, 2009) so that they can recognize and exploit opportunities that are 

inaccessible to formal firms (Webb et al., 2009).  

In this paper, we argue that in formal firms, since the entrepreneurs are 

aware of their legal protection, they feel comfortable to take high risks to 

maximize the benefits of their social capital. On the other hand, in informal firms, 

if the entrepreneurs take higher risks, they have a higher chance of exposure to the 

police or regulatory authorities. Also, their rivals can more easily hurt their 

businesses. In any case, if those entrepreneurs get hurt or become exposed to legal 

authorities, their stakeholders may also face challenges from those authorities for 

being involved in doing business with illegal firms. Entrepreneurs’ risk-taking 

behavior may threaten not only entrepreneurs but also their stakeholders. 

Therefore, when entrepreneurs exhibit risk-taking behavior, those from informal 

firms need more social capital than those from formal firms.  

In this paper, we also argue that in informal firms, when entrepreneurs 

exhibit humble behavior, such behavior indicates the honesty of those 

entrepreneurs (Ashton & Lee, 2005), which allows them to build relationships 

with others as well as social capital for their firm. On the other hand, since these 

entrepreneurs cannot get any legal support for their businesses, such businesses 
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are built entirely on the trust or social network built from their humble behavior. 

Since this humility indicates the fairness of the entrepreneur (Ashton & Lee, 2005; 

Oh et al., 2011), it works as a guarantee for their stakeholders in the informal 

economy that the humble entrepreneur may not intentionally hurt their 

stakeholders. As such, when entrepreneurs display humble behavior, their social 

capital becomes an asset in terms of both type of firms; however, social capital 

becomes more influential to informal firms than formal firms. 

Outline of the Dissertation 

To demonstrate a clear and comprehensive picture of the effect of 

entrepreneurs’ assertive and humble behaviors on entrepreneurial success, we 

have conducted two independent studies and divided them into two key research 

themes.    

The first research theme (Chapter 2) focuses on the effect of 

entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior as their assertive behavior on their 

entrepreneurial success. While most of the studies found a positive relationship 

between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and entrepreneurial success (Dess, 

Lumpkin, & Covin, 1997; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Rauch et al., 2009; Wiklund, 

2006; Zahra & Covin, 1995), a few studies found a negative association between 

them (Bowman, 1980; Bromiley, 1991; Fiegenbaum & Thomas, 1988). The 

contradicting findings indicate that this relationship may be contingent on a 

moderating factor. Building on social capital theory, we propose that the 

entrepreneurs’ social capital is a key boundary condition; it boosts the positive 

effects of risk-taking behavior and protects the firm from the negative effects of 

risk-taking behavior to contribute to entrepreneurial success. We also argue that 
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the effects of social capital may vary based on the nature of the firm and may be 

more important for informal firms than formal firms. (See Figure 1.1 for the 

theoretical model of Model 1). 

Figure 1.1 

Theoretical Model of Model 1 in Chapter 2 
 

 

The second research theme (Chapter 3) focuses on the effect of 

entrepreneurs’ humble behavior on their business performance. Most prior studies 

have demonstrated that a person’s humility fosters individual performance 

(Owens, 2009), team performance (Owens & Hekman, 2016), and business unit 

performance (Liden et al., 2014), which should lead to the improvement of overall 

business performance. In this section, we explore the underlying mechanism 

through which entrepreneurs’ humility improves their firms’ performance. We 

propose that this underlying mechanism of positive relationship between 

entrepreneurs’ humility and firm performance is their social capital. We further 

suggest that the indirect effect of entrepreneurs’ humility on firm performance via 

social capital is more pronounced among informal firms than formal firms 

because the effect of social capital on firm performance is stronger in informal 

firms than in formal firms. (See Figure 1.2 for the theoretical model of Model 2).  

 

Risk Taking  

(In)formal Firms 

Firm Performance 

Social Capital 
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Figure 1.2  

Theoretical Model of Model 2 in Chapter 3 
 

 

Chapter 4 gives a brief discussion of our research and summarizes the 

major theoretical and managerial contributions. It shares the limitations of the 

research, explains the potentials for future research, and shares the conclusion of 

the overall discussion. 

Significance of the Research 

This study attempts to fill several gaps in and make several theoretical 

contributions to the entrepreneurship literature and offers practical contributions 

to institutional policymakers. First, we break away from the dominant perspective 

of the entrepreneurship literature that entrepreneurs need to exhibit assertive 

behaviors to be successful and propose an alternative insight. Past research on 

entrepreneurial behavior has suggested that assertive entrepreneurial 

orientations—such as risk-taking, aggressive, and proactive behaviors—are 

important for the success of their firms (Engelen et al., 2015; Lumpkin & Dess, 

1996; 2001; Naldi et al., 2007; Stam & Elfring, 2008; Wang, 2008; Wiklund, 

2006; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003). While emphasizing the effect of assertive 

behaviors on entrepreneurial success, prior studies have ignored the potential 

benefits of entrepreneurs’ humble behavior. Opposing this traditional view of 

(In)formal Firms 

 Social Capital  Humility  Firm Performance 
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entrepreneurship scholars, we propose that entrepreneurs’ humility can also 

contribute to their firms’ performance. Our insights and findings can shed new 

light on the entrepreneurship research stream.  

Second, we advance our understanding of the role of social capital by 

identifying and conceptualizing that the boundary of social capital is not limited to 

accessing resources; instead, it can become a shield to protect firms from 

uncertainties. We demonstrate that the existing entrepreneurship literature on the 

relationship between entrepreneurs’ behavior and firm performance has suggested 

contradicting evidence depending on the business environments. In this 

dissertation, we theorize that entrepreneurs’ social capital creates a favorable 

business environment to protect their firms from any adverse effect of their 

assertive behaviors. In doing so, we not only extend our knowledge of how social 

capital facilitates entrepreneurial firms with its role as a protector of firms that 

could not be extrapolated in the existing literature but also portray a holistic 

picture of how social capital performs different roles to exert its influence on firm 

performance.  

Third, we further contribute to social capital theory by offering a new 

antecedent of social capital and defining social capital as the central mechanism 

between entrepreneurs’ humility and firm performance. While previous 

researchers argued that social capital theory has been well-developed and that 

current researchers should explore the different consequences of social capital 

under specific contexts (Kwon & Adler, 2014), we focus on both the antecedents 

and consequences of social capital under a different context. Building on the basic 

principle of social capital theory (Adler & Kwon, 2002), we also explain the 
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importance of building social capital. Our theorization of new antecedents and 

different behaviors of social capital under different contexts can offer a new 

direction to researchers. 

Lastly, by extending prior studies, this research explains the context of 

formal and informal firms as a boundary condition for entrepreneurial success that 

might provide a new direction for future entrepreneurship research. While 

previous researchers have conducted their studies in formal firm settings, they 

have ignored the importance of informal firms (Webb et al., 2009, 2010, 2013), 

which also contains a sizable portion of the global economy (De Soto, 1989; 

Schneider, 2002). The majority of research on informal firms is based on 

conceptual grounds only, without the presentation of any data from such firms or 

without any comparison with formal firms. Our contribution to this line of 

research is to depict the importance of investigating entrepreneurial success in 

informal firms in comparison with formal firms.  
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CHAPTER 2 

ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL: IF YOU TAKE RISK FOR YOUR 

BUSINESS AND VIOLATE THE LAW, MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE 

ENOUGH FRIENDS TO SAVE YOUR BACK AND THAT YOU CAN 

SAVE THEM IN RETURN (MODEL 1) 
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Background 

“Push through or step aside”—what role does entrepreneurs’ behavior play 

in the success of their firms? Previous studies have found that some assertive 

behaviors—such as risk-taking, aggressive, and proactive behaviors—motivate 

entrepreneurs to take initiatives and push through with existing opportunities 

(Engelen et al., 2015; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; 2001; Naldi et al., 2007; Stam & 

Elfring, 2008; Wang, 2008; Wiklund, 2006; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003) or create 

new opportunities to make their firms successful (Alvarez & Barney, 2007). 

Among all these entrepreneurial behaviors, risk-taking behavior is considered one 

of the most dominant behaviors to identify and pursue attractive opportunities and 

achieve the competitive positioning of a business (Zahra & Covin, 1995).  

Extant literature on the relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking 

behavior and their business performance is still inconclusive because the effect of 

such behavior on firm performance depends on the business environments in 

which those firms operate (Baird & Thomas, 1985; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; 

Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003; 2005). Some business environments posit more 

uncertainties (Baird & Thomas, 1985; Mascarenhas, 1982; Rosenzweig & Singh, 

1991), and others offer more opportunities (Grégoire & Shepherd, 2012; Gupta, 

Goktan, & Gunay, 2014; Puffer & McCarthy, 2011), which influence the 

relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and their firm 

performance. As such, it is important to explore what factors can shape business 

environment to influence the relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking 

behavior and their firms’ performance. 
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Two important environmental factors that facilitate entrepreneurs’ 

business performance are their social capital, defined as goodwill created through 

social relations to facilitate the attainment of needed resources (Adler & Kwon, 

2002; Lins, Servaes, & Tamayo, 2017; Putnam, 1993; Uslaner, 2002; Wilson, 

2012), and their firm type (Chrisman & Patel, 2012; Habbershon, Williams, & 

MacMillan, 2003). Some trusted social relationships and certain business types 

can reduce uncertainties for the business (Redding, 1990; Luo, 2000) and can 

offer more business opportunities (Xin & Pearce, 1996; Zhou, Wu, & Luo, 2007). 

This attribute of entrepreneurs’ social capital and business type to reduce 

environmental uncertainties and create opportunities leads us to an important but 

as-yet unaddressed question: Do entrepreneurs’ social capital and business type 

influence the relationship between their risk-taking behavior and firm 

performance? If so, how do they help risk-taking entrepreneurs improve their 

firms’ performance? 

We propose that formal firms (businesses with both legitimate and legal 

status) and informal firms (business with legitimate but without legal status) are 

two distinct firm types that influence the relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-

taking behavior and firm performance. Research based on formal and informal 

firms has demonstrated that informal firms offer more opportunities to 

entrepreneurs to reduce their business cost (Thai & Turkina, 2014; Tonoyan et al., 

2010) and access more resources (Bruton, Ireland, & Ketchen, 2012; Schneider, 

2002; Webb et al., 2009) that are not accessible to formal firms. Informal firms 

especially benefit more when their entrepreneurs explore opportunities in an 

unconventional market by targeting customers under the poverty line (Webb et al., 

2010), emerging economies (Thai & Turkina, 2014), or countries with higher 
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corruption levels (Tonoyan et al., 2010). Accordingly, when entrepreneurs take 

high risks to explore opportunities for their firms, their firm types (formal versus 

informal) influence their business outcomes. 

Building on social capital theory, we also propose that entrepreneurs’ 

social capital moderates the relationship between their risk-taking behavior and 

their firms’ performance. Entrepreneurs receive information from their social 

networks (Bourdieu, 1985; Boland & Tenkasi, 1995; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998) 

that helps them make better decisions for their firms to avoid uncertainties (Hitt & 

Tyler, 1991) and neutralizes the effects of their high risk-taking behavior on their 

firms’ performance. However, the effects of social capital on the relationship 

between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and firm performance may vary 

between formal and informal firms. Specifically, in informal firms, given the 

absence of any legal support, entrepreneurs need more support and protection 

from their social relationships. Therefore, we propose a three-way interaction 

model in this study to argue that when entrepreneurs exhibit high risk-taking 

behavior, their high level of social capital is beneficial for both type of firms, but 

this benefit is more pronounced for informal firms. 

The study reported in this chapter makes three key contributions to the 

existing literature. The first contribution of this study is to shed light on formal 

and informal firms. While existing literature on entrepreneurs’ behavior is only 

limited to formal firms, we take a different perspective by exploring the 

relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and firm performance in 

both formal and informal firms. Our introduction of a new moderator—namely, 

firm type (formal versus informal)—paves a new path in the entrepreneurship 
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literature. In doing so, we not only provide a novel insight of informal firms but 

also portray a more integrated theoretical picture of how the relationship between 

entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and firm performance varies along different 

firm types. 

The second contribution of this study is to explore and portray 

entrepreneurs’ social capital as a protective shield for their entrepreneurial firm 

performance. While doing so, we contribute to social capital theory by explaining 

that the role of social capital is not only to access resources (Ahuja, 2000; Inkpen 

& Tsang, 2005; Kale, Singh, & Perlmutter, 2000; Krause, Handfield, & Tyler, 

2007; Stam & Elfring, 2008; Uzzi, 1997) for the firm or to ensure harmony or 

motivation within the firm (Dyer & Nobeoka, 2000; Gabbay & Zuckerman, 1998; 

Hargadon & Sutton, 1997; Luthans et al., 2005; Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998) but also to 

ensure the existence and safety of the firm. By doing so, we deepen our 

knowledge of the alternative usage of social capital and its importance to the 

entrepreneurial firms. 

The third contribution of this study also accords to social capital theory to 

demonstrate differences in the importance of social capital in different types of 

firms. We reveal that informal firms are exposed to higher uncertainties, and if the 

entrepreneurs of those firms take additional risks, they need to accumulate more 

social capital to protect their firms. Advancing from our existing knowledge, 

which manifests a holistic picture of the significance of social capital, we 

contribute to the literature by taking a more conservative approach to explain that 

some firms need more social capital than other firms. 
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Literature Review and Hypothesis Development 

Risk-taking and entrepreneurship opportunity 
 

The success of an entrepreneurial firm is determined by the ability of its 

owners to explore and or exploit business opportunities. While one school of 

entrepreneurship researchers claims that some entrepreneurs are more successful 

because of discovering existing opportunities as a process of exploration 

(Hoskisson et al., 2011), another school argues for the underlying reasoning of 

creating new opportunities as a process of exploitation (Alvarez, Barney & 

Anderson, 2013; Choi & Shepherd, 2004). When entrepreneurs take higher risk 

for their business, their risk-taking behavior facilitates to discover existing 

opportunities (Cohen & Winn, 2007; Eckhardt & Shane, 2013; Shane, 2003, 

Shane & Venkataraman, 2001) or create new opportunities for their firms 

(Alvarez & Barney, 2007; 2008; Welter, Mauer & Wuebker, 2016).  

According to the researchers supporting exploration argument, business 

opportunities are available in the market, entrepreneurs only need to explore to 

discover those opportunities (Shane, 2003; Suddaby, Bruton & Si, 2015). 

Opportunities are like mountains that exist but yet to be discovered and 

entrepreneurs need to take the risks to process available information and explore 

to discover those mountains (Alvarez & Barney, 2007). Entrepreneurs’ risk-taking 

behavior can facilitate the discovery of business opportunities because of their 

different categorization of information (Sarasvathy et al., 1998). Since the 

entrepreneurs often need to make their decisions based on some speculations on 

available information, some entrepreneurs take a preventive approach and restrict 
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themselves considering the uncertainty of their action, while others take a 

promotive approach and take the risk considering potential favorable opportunities 

of their actions (Shane, 2003). Moreover, the market is always changing with 

changes in technology, customer demands, and other attributes that are always 

creating some voids or imperfection in the market (Cohen & Winn, 2007). Prior 

conjecture about potential market imperfections and information asymmetry 

allows the risk-taking entrepreneurs to discover those opportunities for their 

entrepreneurial firms. 

On the other hand, according to the researchers supporting exploitation 

argument, business opportunities are not available in the market, entrepreneurs 

need to take initiatives to create those opportunities (Choi & Shepherd, 2004; 

Suddaby, Bruton & Si, 2015). Taking the same metaphor into consideration of 

“opportunities are like mountains”, Alvarez and Barney (2007) explained that 

unlike finding the mountains, people have the ability to take risks to exploit their 

existing opportunities to build their new mountains. Entrepreneurs’ risk-taking 

behavior can enable the creation of business opportunities because of their 

endogenous actions towards market and industry (Baker & Nelson, 2005; 

Sarasvathy, 2001) develops through social skills and creativity of those 

entrepreneurs. While entrepreneurs discover opportunities by identifying voids or 

imperfections of the market, they create opportunities by taking risks to innovate 

new products or services while inducing social acceptance of those products or 

services in the market (Suddaby, Bruton & Si, 2015). Especially, risk-taking 

entrepreneurs can create more opportunities for their business by acquiring and 

controlling their resources that is more beneficial for the performance of their 

firms (Burns et al., 2016).  
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Contradicting findings of the relationship between risk taking and firm 
performance  

 

The word riskiness means the potential opportunity or threat of gaining or 

losing some seen or unseen valuable things (Kungwani, 2014). However, 

conventional wisdom emphasizes the opportunity of gaining benefits from taking 

risks by claiming that entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior is positively related to 

their firms’ performance (Dess, Lumpkin, & Covin, 1997; Lumpkin & Dess, 

1996). An entrepreneur with high risk-taking behavior explores uncertainties to 

identify more opportunities, which helps them develop better strategies (Antunes 

& Gonzalez, 2015) and leads them to entrepreneurial success (Dess, Lumpkin, &, 

Covin, 1997). Risk-taking behavior helps the entrepreneur identify and pursue 

potential attractive opportunities and achieve competitive positioning (Zahra & 

Covin, 1995). It also increases the innovativeness and stakeholder satisfaction of 

the firm (Gilley, Walters, & Olson, 2002).  

Contrary to conventional wisdom, a handful of researchers explored and 

demonstrated a negative association between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior 

and firm performance (Bowman, 1980; Bromiley, 1991; Fiegenbaum & Thomas, 

1988). They argued that taking excessive risks in different stages of the firm’s life 

cycle may differently influence the firm’s performance. For example, taking 

higher risks for a firm in its declining stage may negatively affect the firm’s 

performance (Bromiley, 1991; Greve, 2008; Wiseman & Bromiley, 1996). 

Moreover, in a hypercompetitive market, taking excessive risks may result in an 

instant competitive advantage but that cannot be sustained in the long run and may 

affect the firm negatively (Wiggins & Ruefli, 2005). Other researchers explained 

the reason behind this negative association from survival and aspirational points 
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of view (Greve, 2008; March & Shapira, 1987, 1992; Miller & Chen, 2004). They 

argued that on the aspirational level, entrepreneurs feel satisfied with any small 

outcome (Greve, 2008; Schneider, 1992). Therefore, entrepreneurs on the 

aspirational level tend to take low or calculated risks (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998), 

which may or may not result in positive firm performance (March & Shapira, 

1987, 1992). On the other hand, on the survival level, entrepreneurs feel 

threatened regarding the existence of their firms. Therefore, entrepreneurs on the 

survival level tend to take high risks, resulting in negative firm performance 

(Greve, 2008; Miller & Chen, 2004). They also argued that taking irrational risks 

creates more uncertainties and negatively impacts on their business performance 

(Athayde, 2009; Caird, 1991; Hitt & Tyler, 1991; Kuratko, 2005; Welter & 

Smallbone, 2006).  

How the business environment influences the relationship between 
entrepreneurs’ risk taking and firm performance 

 

Entrepreneurs’ behaviors, such as their risk-taking behavior, may 

determine different performance levels according to their business environments 

(Baird & Thomas, 1985; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003, 

2005). Some firms may benefit greatly when they operate in uncertain 

environments (Zahra & Covin, 1995). Entrepreneurs with high risk-taking 

behavior use environmental uncertainty to their advantage by considering it as a 

potential opportunity (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996). Their continuous effort to survive 

in a hostile environment promotes their chances of success in comparison with 

others operating in a benign environment (Covin & Slevin, 1989). Highlighting 

the importance of environmental adversity and entrepreneurs’ intent to survive 
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and succeed in adversity (Zahra & Covin, 1995), some researchers explained that 

in an adverse environment, entrepreneurs continuously need to be aware of and 

grab market opportunities, which allows them to be more successful than other 

entrepreneurs who operate in the comfort of a stable environment (Covin & 

Slevin, 1989). 

Although research on the relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking 

behavior and firm performance has shed light on our understanding of how such a 

relationship varies according to different environmental contexts, a concerning 

issue remains, which is how environmental factors influence this relationship to 

shape better firm performance.  

Firm type as an environmental facilitator 

  

Firm type is considered one of the most important environmental 

facilitators that can shape organizational performance (Naldi et al., 2007). 

Entrepreneurs’ behaviors and performance outcomes may vary between different 

firm types, such as between family and non-family firms (Khavul, Bruton, & 

Wood, 2009) because of the difference in trust between family and non-family 

members and resource access (Carolis et al., 2009), between different firm sizes 

because of variations in their networks (Puffer, McCarthy, & Boisot, 2010; 

Siqueira, Webb, & Bruton, 2014; Tonoyan et al., 2010), or between different firm 

ownership patterns, such as state-owned and non–state-owned enterprises, 

because of their different business management and controlling practices (Bruton 

et al., 2015; Ralston et al., 2006). In this dissertation, we propose another 

classification of firm types (formal versus informal) that also facilitates the 

business environment.  
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Legality and legitimacy are two key elements to define firm formality 

(Webb et al., 2009). Legality refers to following explicit formal regulations 

associated with the organization (Scott, 1987; 2013). It occurs by 

institutionalizing and following a set of defined regulations from a government or 

other authoritative body that regulates individual and organizational actions 

(Scott, 2013). On the other hand, legitimacy is a collective perception (Suchman, 

1995) of an individual or groups in a society (Bitektine & Haack, 2015) regarding 

the appropriateness and acceptability of an organization or a practice or an action 

(Suddaby, Bitektine & Haack, 2017). It is a continuous process (Suddaby & 

Greenwood, 2005) that occurs through interaction with internal and external 

stakeholders (Shepherd et al, 2019). It occurs by following normative regulations 

– that is to follow the culture (Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001) and set of norms and 

behaviors of the society (Baumol, Litan & Schramm, 2007; De Soto 2000) and 

cognitive regulations – that is to follow certain believes and values of the society 

(Child, Lu & Tsai, 2007; Child & Tsai, 2005).    

Based on legality and legitimacy concepts formal firms can be defined as 

having both legal status (registered under legal authorities and following all the 

legal rules and regulations) and legitimate acceptance (following social norms, 

values, and beliefs). Informal firms, on the other hand, do not have any legal 

status (not registered under any legal authorities and not following any legal rules 

and regulations) but have legitimate acceptance (following social norms, values, 

and beliefs).  

Webb and colleagues (2009) came to a surprising finding that earlier 

researchers had completely ignored or overlooked the presence of informal firms 
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and conducted all their research solely on formal firms only. They explained that 

the reason behind such a void in the literature is due to a lack of understanding on 

the gap between legality (as specified by formal laws and regulations, which are 

developed by formal institutions) and legitimacy (as specified by the social norms, 

values, and beliefs of the majority of people of a society) (Dowling & Pfeffer, 

1975; Scott, 1995). When a society institutionalizes its norms, values, and beliefs 

and turns them into laws and regulations, such norms, values, and beliefs gain 

legality from legitimacy (Scott, 1995). They claimed that while emphasizing on 

some business groups considered legal in society, we should not ignore other large 

groups considered legitimate in society.  

Prior researchers used different terms to capture the context of the 

informal economy—such as shadow economy, unobserved economy and 

underground economy—to explain some socially acceptable yet illegal economic 

activities of informal firms (Webb et al., 2013). An informal economy consists of 

economic activities to explore existing opportunities and exploit new 

opportunities outside of legal regulations but within socially acceptable norms and 

regulations (Rutherford & Buller, 2007; Webb et al., 2009). Concern as to why 

economic activities without legal status may still be considered as part of the 

economy may still exist. Therefore, some researchers argued that while illegal, 

firms in an informal economy may be accepted into a large portion of society and 

still be considered as part of the economy, facilitating the business environment 

(De Soto, 1989; Siqueira, Webb, & Bruton, 2014). Schneider (2002) explained the 

importance of firms in an informal economy, stating that 41% of economic 

activities in developing countries, 38% in transition countries, and 18% in 

developed countries are involved with informal firms. Undocumented workers 
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(those who work for someone without any documentation of their service), 

counterfeiting (selling duplicate products in the market), ticket scalping (buying 

different tickets from primary markets and selling them to a secondary market for 

a higher price),  unregistered and/or tax-avoiding businesses, trader tourism 

(frequently traveling to other countries to buy or sell goods while holding a tourist 

visa of that country), bootlegging (the illegal production and sale of goods), the 

skirting of environmental/labor regulations, and often street vending, are common 

examples of informal firms (Webb et al., 2013). All the financial activities by 

individuals and informal firms stated above influence the economic environment 

of a country and should be considered as part of the economy (Webb et al., 2009). 

As such, firms in formal and informal economies act as a distinct environmental 

factor, shaping the business environment because of their difference in legal and 

legitimate status.  

Firm type as a moderator between risk taking and firm performance 

 

Some entrepreneurs with high risk-taking tendencies view risks as 

opportunities that allow them to develop better strategies under uncertainty (Dess, 

Lumpkin, & Covin, 1997; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Zahra & Covin, 1995). Greater 

opportunities may also induce higher uncertainties, which means that when 

entrepreneurs take higher risks for better opportunities, they encounter higher 

uncertainties as well. Indeed, a considerable overlap remains in the usage of the 

terms uncertainty and risk (Baird & Thomas, 1985). Entrepreneurs with high risk-

taking behavior can proceed to explore those opportunities, even while knowing 

about the potential uncertainties. Therefore, we argue that the relationship 

between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and entrepreneurial success should 
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vary between different firm types (formal versus informal), from firms with low 

uncertainties and limited opportunities to firms with high uncertainties and vast 

opportunities. 

Formal firms are registered with legal and regulatory authorities. When 

entrepreneurs operate formal firms, they know that their boundaries of taking risks 

are limited and monitored by those regulatory authorities. Unlike those of 

informal firms, entrepreneurs of formal firms cannot violate legal regulations. As 

such, informal firms have a higher opportunity to take risks for their business than 

formal firms, which makes the business environment more uncertain for informal 

firms than formal firms. In formal businesses, for instance, if the stakeholders 

want or try to betray the entrepreneurs, then the entrepreneurs can go to court, 

insurance companies, or other legal authorities to seek support. Entrepreneurs 

operating formal firms know that if they take additional risks to explore more 

business opportunities, such additional risk taking may bring some additional 

uncertainties for their businesses, but they also know the potential payoff for 

taking these additional risks. As such, when entrepreneurs take risks in formal 

firms, their risk-taking behavior is a calculated risk to grasp more opportunities 

within the legal boundaries. Since their business opportunities are limited by such 

boundaries, their opportunities as well as uncertainties are limited. 

On the other hand, informal firms are not registered with any institutional 

authorities and are not allowed to sign any legal contract with their stakeholders or 

any legal petition in the breach of a verbal contract (Luo, 2002), which exposes 

them to higher uncertainties than formal firms (Webb et al., 2009, 2013). 

However, informal firms offer twofold benefits of lowered cost and bigger market 

access, which are absent for formal firms (Bruton et al., 2012; Schneider, 2002; 
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Webb et al., 2009). Informal firms allow risk-taking entrepreneurs to engage in 

diverse socioeconomic activities in the gray market area that are restricted by 

formal regulations (London, 2009). To illustrate, selling unauthorized photocopies 

of any book is illegal in many countries, including Bangladesh. However, there 

exists a big market in Bangladesh, operated by informal firms, selling Xerox 

copies of local and international books. Some entrepreneurs took the risk to start 

selling photocopied books on the street, considering the opportunity that some 

readers may not have the ability to purchase the books from their original 

publishers because of their high prices. Taking the risk of starting an informal 

business of selling photocopied books helped those entrepreneurs make a fortune.  

The second benefit that entrepreneurs get from informal firms is cost 

reduction and profit increase (Godfrey, 2011; Marcouiller & Young, 1995; 

Sassen, 1993). Unlike in formal firms, taking risks in informal firms can reduce 

the cost of raw materials and other overhead costs (Marcouiller & Young, 1995). 

Formal firms need to register with not only government authorities but also many 

social and environmental authorities, which often costs a significant amount of 

money. Moreover, they need to follow a set of prescribed rules and regulations to 

get permission to operate their formal firms. In many countries, the government 

imposes high income taxes, trade barriers, and quotas, which forces entrepreneurs 

to find alternative means to reduce their costs or to increase their income, often by 

going informal.  

When entrepreneurs exhibit high risk-taking behavior in formal firms, they 

may encounter lower uncertainties, but they also receive lower opportunities 

(Webb et al., 2009). On the other hand, when they exhibit the same risk-taking 

behavior in informal firms, they get the opportunity to explore a bigger market 
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that is inaccessible to formal firms because of their legal restrictions (London, 

2009). Moreover, when entrepreneurs take high risks for informal firms, their 

low-cost benefits increase their firms’ profit to neutralize the effect of their risk-

taking behavior on their firms’ performance. Therefore, we predict the following: 

Hypothesis 1: Firm type (formal versus informal) moderates the 

relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and their firms’ 

performance such that entrepreneurs’ higher risk-taking behavior induces better 

firm performance if they operate informal (versus formal) firms. 

 

Social capital as another environmental facilitator 

 

Entrepreneurs’ social capital is considered another important 

environmental facilitator inherited in organizational structure (Dess & Shaw, 

2001; Zimmer, 1986) that can shape organizational performance by reducing 

uncertainties and offering more business opportunities (Karahanna & Preston, 

2013; Stam, Arzlanian, & Elfring, 2014) through norms, and values of the 

organization (Leana & Buren, 1999). Social capital is defined as the ability to 

accumulate needed resources using reputation created though social relationships 

(Adler & Kwon, 2002). It is entrenched in social relationships that promotes  

collaboration and cooperation with stakeholders to explore and attain their mutual 

benefits of knowledge and recognition (Bourdieu, 1985), which shapes the 

business environment inside the firm by developing a cooperative and innovative 

culture (Gabbay & Zuckerman, 1998; Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998) and outside the firm 

by reducing its uncertainty (Batjargal, 2003; Uzzi, 1996).  
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Entrepreneurs’ social capital reduces uncertainties within the organization 

by creating a trusted and innovative business environment. When entrepreneurs 

build good relationships with their employees and create mutual and trusted 

owner–employee relationships, this triggers a collective goal orientation in the 

organization (Leana & Buren, 1999) and increases the exchange of knowledge 

and resources among units of the firm to build a trusted and collaborated business 

environment (Hargadon & Sutton, 1997; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). Such a 

trusted environment controls the organization’s internal uncertainties by reducing 

conflict (Simons & Peterson, 2000) and increasing employee retention (Ertürk & 

Vurgun, 2015). In addition, the exchange of knowledge and resources among 

different units increases their ability to find loopholes in their operational 

processes and increases the possibility of receiving suggestions from multiple 

sources to overcome those problems (Bourdieu, 1985; Boland & Tenkasi, 1995; 

Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). When entrepreneurs create collaborative 

environments within their organizations and receive diverse suggestions from 

multiple sources within their firms, this facilitates entrepreneurs to make more 

innovative yet calculative decisions, which reduces uncertainties within these 

firms (Gabbay & Zuckerman, 1998; Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998). 

On the other hand, building social capital outside the firms provides more 

business opportunities to those firms by offering more resource access (Krause, 

Handfield, & Tyler, 2007; Uzzi, 1997) and reduces uncertainties by offering 

higher legitimacy (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Burt, 2000). Entrepreneurs’ social 

capital allows them to establish and strengthen their relationships with existing 

and potential suppliers to ensure their access to the needed resources (Krause, 

Handfield, & Tyler, 2007; Uzzi, 1997) and with regional production networks to 
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reduce uncertainties in the production process (Romo & Schwartz, 1995). 

Building intra- and extra-industry social capital by extending the firm’s 

information network reduces the prevalence of surprises from the market (Stam & 

Elfring, 2008). Furthermore, social capital helps firms establish relationships with 

and learn from their competing firms through forming an inter-firm learning 

culture (Kraatz, 1998) or developing alliances and transferring knowledge with 

other firms (Ahuja, 2000; Inkpen & Tsang, 2005; Kale, Singh, & Perlmutter, 

2000). At the same time, building relationships with more stakeholders requires 

following the norms and values of such stakeholders, which increases the firms’ 

legitimacy and social acceptance and reduces uncertainties (Estrin, Korosteleva, & 

Mickiewicz, 2013). 

Social capital as a moderator between risk taking and firm performance 

 

We mentioned earlier that when entrepreneurs take higher risks to obtain 

better opportunities for their firms, they encounter more uncertainties as well 

(Dess, Lumpkin, & Covin, 1997; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Zahra & Covin, 1995). 

Such entrepreneurs need a sort of protective shield to reduce the effects of their 

excessive risks on their firms’ performance. Here, we argue that entrepreneurs’ 

social capital works as this protective shield that controls the relationship between 

entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and their firm performance.  

Entrepreneurs’ social capital increases the commitment of their internal 

and external stakeholders, which reduces the uncertainties of their businesses. 

When entrepreneurs take more risks, they need more support from their internal 

and external stakeholders. Developing good relationships with their stakeholders 

makes it easier for those entrepreneurs to communicate the purposes of their risky 
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initiatives and their expected outcomes from their employees (Watson & 

Papamarcos, 2002). Since social capital facilitates better communication, it 

develops the stakeholders’ commitment to achieve the shared goal (Leana & 

Buren, 1999). Therefore, when entrepreneurs take higher risks for their 

organizations, having low social capital posits the threat of hindering the 

execution of that risky initiative, while having high social capital facilitates the 

opportunity of executing that initiative with the collaborative efforts of other 

stakeholders. 

When entrepreneurs take high risks for their business, they need to make 

careful decisions to be successful in uncertain business environments, and any 

wrong decision can hurt their entire businesses (Bell, 1982). Entrepreneurs need 

more information to make better decisions to survive and succeed in such 

uncertain environments (Bourdieu, 1985; Boland & Tenkasi, 1995; Nahapiet & 

Ghoshal, 1998). Their relationships with their internal and external stakeholders 

allow them to acquire the necessary information for their decision making (Boland 

& Tenkasi, 1995; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998).  

In a competitive market, when several entrepreneurs take high risks to 

compete against one another, they need some protection to mitigate the adverse 

effects of their risk-taking behavior on their firms’ performance. Entrepreneurs 

with higher social capital hold the advantage of added knowledge to make better 

decisions under risk (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998). Moreover, entrepreneurs’ 

relationships with their employees and other stakeholders encourage their internal 

and external stakeholders to get committed to those entrepreneurial firms and 

offer a collaborative effort to reduce the adverse effects of the entrepreneurs’ risk-

taking behavior. Taking excessive risks exposes firms to higher uncertainty, but 
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entrepreneurs’ social capital protects their firms by inducing better commitment 

from their stakeholders and by helping entrepreneurs develop better decision-

making abilities. Therefore, we predict the following: 

Hypothesis 2: Entrepreneurs’ social capital moderates the relationship 

between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and firm performance such that 

entrepreneurs’ higher risk-taking behavior induces better performance of their 

firms if those entrepreneurs can accumulate higher (versus lower) social capital. 

 

Moderating role of the combination between firm type and social capital 
 

We argue that social capital is more crucial for informal firms than formal 

firms. For formal firms, social capital works as a resource to establish and 

strengthen their relationships with existing and potential suppliers (Krause, 

Handfield, & Tyler, 2007; Uzzi, 1997) and with regional production networks 

(Romo & Schwartz, 1995). Furthermore, social capital helps firms establish 

relationships with competing firms by building an extended information network 

(Stam & Elfring, 2008) as well as an inter-firm learning culture (Kraatz, 1998) or 

by forming alliances with and transferring knowledge among other firms (Ahuja, 

2000; Inkpen & Tsang, 2005; Kale, Singh, & Perlmutter, 2000). At the same time, 

social capital creates successful collective goal orientation and shared trust that 

helps the organization create more value by facilitating collective strategic action 

(Leana & Buren, 1999). It facilitates inter-unit resource exchange and product 

innovation (Gabbay & Zuckerman, 1998; Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998) and creates 

intellectual capital for the firm (Hargadon & Sutton, 1997; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 
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1998), which, in turn, reduces overall organizational cost or improves 

organizational performance (Dess & Show, 2001).  

In informal firms, social capital neutralizes the adverse effect of 

entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and facilitates firm performance in two ways. 

The first form of support that social capital provides to informal firms is offering 

them legitimacy (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Burt 2000). Specially, when entrepreneurs 

take high risk for their informal firms, they lack legitimacy (Low & Abrahamson, 

1997), and external validation (Stone & Brush, 1996). A firm and their business 

practices become more legitimate, when those business practices are accepted by 

the majority of people in society (Webb et al., 2009; 2013), building more 

relationships with different stakeholders increases the potential of those firms to 

gain more social acceptance (Du & Vieira, 2012). Since informal firms are not 

registered with institutional authorities and are not protected by formal 

institutions, their survival and success rely heavily on their social capital (Luo, 

2002). In the absence of a formal contract, social capital or mutual trust among 

stakeholders function as an informal agreement between the entrepreneurs and 

their stakeholders to guarantee a degree of stability (Portes & Landolt, 2000). As 

the entrepreneurs and their stakeholders are directly or indirectly involved in 

violating formal regulations, they need an intrinsic commitment to support each 

other. When the entrepreneurs take higher risks for their informal firms, they 

become more vulnerable because of potential exposure to institutional authorities, 

which requires them to gain more social support and legitimacy from their 

stakeholders to get protection from uncertainties (Plummer, Allison & Connelly, 

2016; Stuart, Hoang & Hybels, 1999), and to neutralize the detrimental effects of 

their risky decisions (Baird & Thomas, 1990; Miller & Bromiley, 1990; Palmer & 
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Wiseman, 1999). Therefore, building social capital is more important for informal 

firms than formal firms when entrepreneurs demonstrate high risk-taking 

tendencies. 

The second form of support that social capital provides to risk-taking 

entrepreneurs of informal firms is to direct those entrepreneurs toward business 

opportunities. We mentioned earlier that informal firms can access many business 

opportunities that are absent for formal firms (Webb et al., 2009), and 

entrepreneurs need to identify and grab such opportunities in the informal 

economy (Alvarez & Barney, 2007, 2010; Shane, 2003; Shane & Venkataraman, 

2000). Specifically, when those entrepreneurs take higher risks for their informal 

firms, they need to seek more information from their trusted network to grab those 

opportunities and counterbalance the effects of their risks. To do so, those 

entrepreneurs need to build reliable networks with trustworthy stakeholders. Any 

wrong information or bad relationship with the stakeholders can potentially 

expose them to institutional regulators, which may threaten the whole business 

(Tan, Yang, & Veliyath, 2009). Therefore, building social capital is more 

important for informal firms, especially when the entrepreneurs exhibit risk-taking 

behavior. Therefore, we predict the following:  

Hypothesis 3: Social capital, risk-taking behavior, and firm type (formal 

versus informal) have a three-way interactive effect on firm performance such that 

the effect of entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior on firm performance becomes 

more (versus less) pronounced in informal firms than in formal firms. 
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Methodology 

Sample and procedures 

First, while designing the survey, we followed the suggestions from 

previous researchers and conducted a pilot study on 49 entrepreneurial firms (both 

formal and informal) in Hong Kong to test our survey procedures (Jia et al., 

2014), to confirm whether the respondents could understand the questionnaire or 

not, and to collect their views on the subject matter (Podsakoff et al., 2003). It 

took us more than six months to gain the trust of some informal business owners 

and their networks for our pilot study. We also validated the measures of our focal 

constructs—risk taking (α = .88), social capital (α = .87), and firm performance (α 

= .68)—in the pilot study to use in our main study (Sherf, Venkataramani, & 

Gajendran, 2019). Following Chang et al. (2012), we conducted a confirmatory 

factor analysis on our pilot data to evaluate the discriminant validity of risk 

taking, social capital, and firm performance in Lavaan. We found that our 

hypothesized three-factor model (CFI = .95, TLI = .92, RMSEA = .09, SRMR = 

.12) had a better model fit than the single-factor model (CFI = .55, TLI = .40, 

RMSEA = .27, SRMR = .22), with a change in chi-square of 89.93 (Δdf = 3, p < 

.05).  

Next, we planned to collect the data for our main study from Bangladesh 

because it was easier for us to access data in Bangladesh. We collected our data 

from 300 entrepreneurs and their employees from small- and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs). The overall setup and data collection took more than six 

months. A member of the Bangladesh parliament (MP), some other political 
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leaders, a local university professor, and some graduate students helped us during 

the data collection process.  

It is our common understanding that the entrepreneurs of those informal 

firms prefer to stay invisible since they want to hide their identities from formal 

institutions. However, when we talked to the owners of some informal firms in 

Bangladesh, we were told that the police and local leaders were fully aware of 

their presence. The entrepreneurs had to use a portion of their income to bribe the 

formal regulators to make them turn a blind eye to their operations in the informal 

economy. That supportive environment has made Bangladesh as one of the 

dominant markets for informal firms. However, those entrepreneurs prefer not to 

be exposed since they fear that too much exposure may threaten formal firms, and 

such firms may push regulators to take action against informal firms. As such, we 

realized that the local political leaders and their followers might be helpful 

contacts who would allow us access to those informal firms. 

We collected data from diverse industries such as grocery shops and 

fashion stores. We hired five postgraduate university students with the help of a 

local university professor to collect our data. Since, it is difficult to find the 

informal firms, we used convenient sampling method and asked our student 

helpers to bring us to the informal markets near their university areas that they 

were familiar with. We listed total eleven markets near their university areas 

which contains both formal and informal firms. To avoid non-response bias, we 

collected data from all the firms of those markets. We could not access two 

markets due to the obstacles from some owners. Therefore, we limited our data in 

all the firms in nine markets.    
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We collected the data in a single wave since informal firms do not 

continue their business in one place for a long time. To ensure the quality of the 

data collection, we trained the student helpers for a week and continuously 

monitored their data collection process in every firm. At the end of every sample, 

we cross-checked all the items to confirm that no items were missed. Moreover, 

we paid HKD 20 (BDT 200) as an incentive to each respondent to ensure that they 

would respond to the study enthusiastically. While speaking with some 

entrepreneurs of informal firms during our pilot study, we also realized that many 

of them prefer to run their business alone to protect the secrecy of their firms. 

However, to avoid common-method bias, we wanted to collect our data from 

multiple sources. Therefore, we selected firms that had at least one employee and 

the entrepreneur present at the business during our survey. We collected the data 

from both the entrepreneur and their employee as our objective measure, and we 

also collected some firm-level data as our subjective measure. 

Measures 

All the scales used in this model were originally developed in the English 

language. We used three translators to translate the measures from English to 

Bengali. We then invited those three translators to sit together and agree on their 

final translation. Following this, we used two other translators to translate back 

our scales from Bengali to English. Then we matched the back-translation with 

our original measures to confirm the appropriateness of our translation. We asked 

the employees to evaluate the risk taking and social capital of their owners, and 

we asked the entrepreneurs to evaluate the performance of their firms. We used 

subjective measures to classify the firms into two types (formal versus informal).  
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Risk taking 

Brockhaus (1980) explained that measuring risk-taking behavior is 

difficult. Therefore, he used a dummy variable by asking his respondents to 

choose between a safe alternative and a risky alternative to identify their risky 

behavior. On the other hand, many researchers followed the four-item 

measurement scale developed by Jambulingam and colleagues (2005) because it 

captures a comprehensive picture of risk-taking behavior (Kuivalainen, Sundqvist, 

& Servais, 2007). In this model, we followed the four-item scale to measure the 

risk-taking behavior of the entrepreneurs. We reworded the items slightly to fit 

our context and asked the employees to rate the risk-taking behavior of their 

entrepreneurs based on a seven-point scale (“1” = strongly disagree, “7” = 

strongly agree). The items were as follows: “This person takes above average risk 

for our business”; “Taking gamble is part of his/her strategy for success”; “Taking 

chances is an element of his/her business strategy”; and “His strategy can be 

characterized by a strong tendency to take risks.” Cronbach’s α was 0.85. 

Social capital 

We measured social capital using a 21-item measurement scale developed 

by Chiu and colleagues (2006). We slightly modified the original wording to fit 

our context and asked the employees to rate the social capital of their 

entrepreneurs based on a seven-point scale (“1” = strongly disagree, “7” = 

strongly agree). Some sample items are as follows: “This person maintains close 

social relationships with most of the people associated with this firm”; “People 

associated with his/her firm will not take advantage of others even when the 

opportunity arises”; and “This person believes that all the people associated with 

his/her firm would help him/her if s/he needs it.” Cronbach’s α was 0.87.  
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Firm type 

Thai and Turkina (2014) used a single-item scale (business registration) to 

differentiate firm types (formal versus informal). Later, Williams and colleagues 

(2016) added a second item (registration with tax authority) in their measurement. 

We followed the modified scale to classify the firms into two types (formal versus 

informal). However, we argued that firm type should be a dummy variable and 

coded formal forms with “0” and informal firms with “1.” 

Firm performance 

Due to the unavailability of actual financial information, we decided to 

collect objective data on firm performance. We used the six-item measurement 

scale developed by Tippins and Sohi (2003) to measure firm performance. We 

asked the entrepreneurs to rate the performance of their firms based on a five-

point scale (“1” = among the lowest 20%, “5” = among the highest 20%). One of 

the sample items was “How well your firm performed during the last year relative 

to all other direct competitors in terms of return on investment.” Cronbach’s α was 

0.92. 

Control variables 

We controlled the entrepreneurs’ gender (“0” = male, “1” = female), age 

(actual age in years), highest educational attainment (“1” = can’t read or write, “2” 

= primary school education, “3” = secondary school education, “4” = high school 

education, “5” = bachelor/diploma/higher, “6” = other), years of experience in the 

same industry (actual number of years), and years of experience in different 

industries (actual number of years) since such demographic variables may 

influence the individuals’ attitude and performance (Van Der Vegt & Bunderson, 

2005). In line with previous research predicting firm performance (Engelen et al., 
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2015, 2016), we also controlled firm age (actual age in years), firm size (number 

of employees), and industry. Moreover, other entrepreneurial behaviors may also 

cause considerable variance in entrepreneurial performance. Therefore, following 

the measurements of Jambulingam and colleagues (2005), we controlled the 

entrepreneurs’ aggressiveness, proactiveness, innovativeness, and autonomous 

behavior, and following the measurements of Owens and colleagues (2013), we 

controlled the entrepreneurs’ humble behavior.  

Results 

Descriptive statistics 

Ninety-four percent of the founders and 92% of their employees were 

male, with an average age of 37 years. Twenty-eight percent of those 

entrepreneurs only had secondary school education (eighth grade), whereas 32% 

had bachelor’s degrees. On the other hand, 38% of their employees had secondary 

school education, and 25% of them attained their bachelor’s degrees. The average 

age of the firms was 10 years. All our key variables passed the reliability 

requirement. Table 2.1 shows the descriptive statistics, including means, standard 

deviations, and correlations among all the variables. The directions of such 

correlations were aligned with our expectations. 

Confirmatory factor analysis 

We conducted confirmatory factor analysis to evaluate the discriminant 

validity of risk taking, social capital, and firm performance in Lavaan. We found 

that our hypothesized three-factor model (CFI = .97, TLI = .96, RMSEA = .08, 
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SRMR = .05) had a better model fit than the single-factor model (CFI = .51, TLI = 

.35, RMSEA = .31, SRMR = .17), with a change in chi-square of 714.89 (Δdf=3, 

p < .001). 
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Table 2.1: Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations among the Variables (Model 1) 

 Mean SD α 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

1. Gender 1.05 .23  1  
          

       

2. Age 37.40 10.7
1 

 −.02 1                  

3. Education 3.75 1.16 
 

.21** −.01 1 
         

       

4. Experience 
    Same industry 

10.75 7.47 
 

−.02 .62** −.02 1 
        

       

5. Different industry .78 2.55 
 

−.02 .21** .07 .05 1 
       

       

6. Business age 9.97 7.23  −.04 .56** .01 .86** .07 .1 
      

       

7. No. of employees 3.17 2.00  −.04 .08 .28** .29** .04 .30** 1             

Industry 
8.  Grocery 

.19 .39  −.08 .06 -.29** −.06 −.03 −.10 -.20** 1            

9.   Fashion .37 .48  .19** .01 .14* .10 −.01 .07 .11 -.37** 1 
   

       

10. Electronics .21 .41  −.10 −.02 .23 ** .01 .15** .05 .24** -.25** -.40** 1 
  

       

11. Humility 5.78 1.02  .01 .15** −.06 .02 .01 .02 -.07 .13* −.09 −.11 1         

12. Innovativeness 6.15 .70  −.10 .01 −.03 .09 .03 .10 .03 .03 .17** -.09** −.03 1        

13. Proactiveness 6.23 .59  .09 .04 .05 −.02 .10 −.03 .02 .10 .03 .02 .22** .40** 1       

14. Aggressiveness 5.45 1.37  -.21** −.08 -.28** −.14* −.20* −.07 .18** .29** −.23 
** 

−.14* .16** .14* .27** 1      

15. Autonomy 6.26 .68  -.16** .05 −.11 .03 −.06 .07 −.06 .14* −.04 −.04 .24** .34** .31** .36** 1     

16. Risk taking  6.13 .55 .85 −.07 −.04 -.24** −.10 -.22** −.06 −.15 * .24** −.14* -.18** .26** .18** .28** .65** .31** 1    

17. Social capital 6.13 .47 .87 −.12 * .20** -.19** .13* .04 .12 −.07 .17 −.04 −.06 .31** .38** .44** .22** .48** .29** 1   

18. Firm type .49 .50 
 

-.24** .06 -.52** −.02 -.21** −.03 -.42** .37** -.29** -.30** .21** .00 −.08 .56** .13* .42** .24** 1  

19. Firm 
performance 

3.27 .91 .92 −.09 .06 -.34** .03 -.18** .02 -.12 * .24** -.21** -.18** .29** .17** .14* .44** .30** .49** .43** .56** 1 

Note: n=300,  

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
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Hypothesis testing 

To test our hypotheses, we conducted hierarchical regression using IBM SPSS 

version 23. We followed the steps of Liang and colleagues (2012) to run our models. In 

step 1, we entered the control variables, and in step 2, we entered risk taking with two 

moderators. As expected, risk taking was positively related to firm performance (β = 

0.18, p < .01), suggesting that entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior has a direct effect on 

firm performance. In step 3, we added three two-way interactions. In step 7, we entered 

a three-way interaction. Table 2.2 presents the regression results with the improvement 

results in each step. 
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Table 2.2: Results of Hierarchical Linear Regression (Model 1) 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Intercept 3.55*** 2.63*** 2.52*** 2.49*** 
Control Variables     
Gender .29 .42* .39* .36* 
Age .01 −.00 −.00 −.00 
Education −.16*** −.06*** −.03 −.02 
Experience 
       Same industry .01 .01 .00 .01 

       Different industry −.04* −.02 −.02 −.03 
Age of firm −.01 −.01 .00 −.00 
No. of employees .03 .07** .07** .07** 
Industry (grocery) −.08 −.12 −.13 −.10 
Industry (fashion) −.39** −.22 −.23* −.22* 
Industry (electronics) −.30* −.12 −.16 −.14 
Innovativeness .13** .06 .02 .01 
Proactiveness −.04 −.04 −.02 −.02 
Aggressiveness .24*** −.00 .04 .04 
Autonomy .09 .06 .04 .05 
Humility .17*** .07 .04 .04 
Independent Variable     
Risk taking  .18** .03 .02 
Moderators     
Firm type  .75*** .66*** .68*** 
Social capital  .21*** .23*** .24*** 
Two-Way Interactions     
Risk taking × Firm type   .49*** .53*** 
Social capital × Firm type   .02 .03 
Risk taking × Social capital   .11* .15** 
Three-Way Interaction     
Risk taking × Social capital × 
Firm type 

   −.20 

R2 .36 .50 .55 .56 
ΔR2 .36*** .14*** .05*** .01 
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Interaction effects of firm type (formal versus informal) and social capital 

We investigated the moderating roles of firm type (formal versus informal) and 

social capital on the relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and firm 

performance. In Model 3, we found that this relationship is significantly influenced by 

firm type (β = 0.49, p < .001) and by social capital (β = 0.11, p < .001).  

We tested the effect of each two-way interaction separately using Model 1 of 

Process Macro. The simple slope was only significant for informal firms (β = 0.57, p < 

.001) and not significant for formal firms (β = 0.06, p > .05). The slope difference was 

also significant (t-value = 4.71, df = 296, p < .001). Similarly, the simple slope was 

only significant for high social capital (β = 0.29, p < .001) but not significant for low 

social capital (β = 0.05, p > .05). The slope difference was also significant (t-value = 

2.26, df = 296, p < .05). The two-way interaction plot supported our Hypotheses 1 and 

2. Two-way interaction effects are plotted in figure 2.1 and 2.2.
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Figure 2.1 

Two-Way Interaction Effect of Firm Type (including control variables) 
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Figure 2.2 

Two-Way Interaction Effect of Social Capital (including control variables) 
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Three-way interaction of firm type (formal versus informal), social capital, and 
risk taking 

 

In Model 4, we tested the three-way interaction of firm type (formal versus 

informal), social capital, and risk-taking behavior. As shown in Table 2.2 (Model 4), 

this three-way interaction was not significantly related to and exhibited a negative 

association with firm performance (β = −0.20, p > .05). ΔR2 was also very low (.5%) 

and not significant (p > .05). Thus, Hypothesis 3 was not supported.  

Robustness tests 

To better understand the results, we tested the conditional effect of risk taking 

on firm performance at the high and low values of firm type (formal versus informal) 

and social capital. We used Model 3 of Process Macro in SPSS (Hayes, 2012). We 

found that social capital is important for both formal and informal firms, but we found 

no significant results for the low level of social capital in formal firms. Our findings 

supported our expectation that high social capital is beneficial for formal firms (β = 

0.16, p > .05) but contradicted our logic that high social capital is more beneficial for 

informal firms. Instead, we found that low social capital is more beneficial for informal 

firms (β = 0.59, p > .01) than high social capital (β = 0.50, p > .001), which only 

partially supported Hypothesis 3. Table 2.3 presents the results of conditional effect of 

Risk-taking on Firm performance at values of the Social Capital and Types of firm 

(Formal vs Informal). 
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Table 2.3: Conditional Effect of Risk Taking on Firm Performance at Values of Social 

Capital and Firm Type (Formal versus Informal) 

Social capital Firm type 
Risk taking→Firm performance 

Β LL 95% CI UL 95% CI 

Low Formal −0.13 −0.29 0.04 

High Formal 0.16* 0.02 0.30 

Low Informal 0.59** 0.29 0.88 

High Informal 0.50*** 0.29 0.71 
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Some researchers previously argued that the control variables may affect the 

underlying construct and provide a less accurate interpretation (Spector & Brannick, 

2011). We therefore also tested our hypothesized model without adding the control 

variables. We deleted step 1 from our previous model and found that risk taking still 

had a positive association with firm performance (β = 0.22, p < .001), and along with 

the two moderators, the model explained the 45.6% variance of firm performance. 

Table 2.4 presents the regression result with the improvement results at each step. 
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Table 2.4: Results of Hierarchical Linear Regression (without Control Variables) 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Intercept 2.91*** 2.82*** 2.81*** 

Risk taking .22* .09 .09 

Firm type .72*** .65*** .67*** 

Social capital .24*** .22*** .23*** 

Risk taking × Firm type  .45*** .50*** 

Social capital × Firm type  .06 .09 

Risk taking × Social capital  .10* .14** 

Risk taking × Social capital × Firm type   −.21 

R2 .46 .51 .52 
ΔR2 .46*** .05 .01 
Note: n=300,  

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 
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We found that after removing the control variables, the relationship between 

entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and firm performance was significantly influenced 

by their firm types (β = 0.45, p < .001) and social capital (β = 0.10, p < .05). Our 

findings still supported Hypotheses 1 and 2. Our simple slope was significant for both 

formal firms (β = 0.14, p < .05) and informal firms (β = 0.68, p < .001), with a 

significant slope difference (t-value = 5.50, df = 296, p < .001), and also significant for 

high (β = 0.44, p < .001) and low (β = 0.24, p < .01) levels of social capital, with a 

significant slope difference (t-value = 2.14, df = 296, p < .05). We plotted the two-way 

interactions in figure 2.3 and 2.4. 

On the other hand, the three-way interaction was not significant (β = −0.21, p > 

.05). Thus, Hypothesis 3 was not supported.
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Figure 2.3 

Two-Way Interaction Effect of Firm Type (excluding control variables) 
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Figure 2.4 

Two-Way Interaction Effect of Social Capital (excluding control variables) 
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To further confirm our findings, we only selected one industry – food and 

grocery industry from our dataset and tested our hypotheses again based on 168 

samples. Table 2.5 shows the descriptive statistics, including means, standard 

deviations, and correlations among all the variables. Same as before, the directions of 

such correlations were aligned with our expectations. We followed the same procedure 

to run regression models in SPSS. Table 2.6 presents the regression results with the 

improvement results in each step. 
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Table 2.5: Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations among the Variables (single industry) 

 Mean SD α 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1. Gender 1.08 .27  1  
          

    

2. Age 37.87 11.30  −.04 1               

3. Education 3.65 1.18 
 

.26** −.04 1 
         

    

4. Experience 
    Same industry 

11.07 8.12 
 

−.04 .58** −.05 1 
        

    

5. Different industry .73 2.30 
 

−.09 .14 .09 -.02 1 
       

    

6. Business age 9.91 7.51  −.07 .49** -.01 .86** -.01 .1 
      

    

7. No. of employees 3.07 2.04  −.05 .09 .25** .35** .05 .40** 1          

8. Innovativeness 6.26 .62  -.13 -.02 −.08 .11 -.04 .14 .03 1         

9. Proactiveness 6.29 .55  .11 -.00 .00 -.06 .14 -.07 -.03 .34** 1        

10. Aggressiveness 5.45 1.46  -.28** -.07 -.27** −.12 -.17* −.02 -.16* .10 .14 1       

11. Autonomy 6.30 .65  −.20* −.00 -.24** .05 −.12 .11 −.01 .45** .32** .41** 1      

12. Humility 6.14 .53  .01 .12 −.10 -.05 .09 -.03 −.04 .03 .29** .12 .18* 1     

13. Risk taking  5.82 1.02 .84 −.06 −.01 -.23** −.09 −.11 −.00 −.08 .11 .26** .65** .45** .33** 1    

14. Social capital 6.17 .48 .87 −.08 .19* -.21** .14 .09 .13 .03 .42** .47** .17* .48** .38** .36** 1   

15. Firm type .50 .50 
 

-.29** .14 -.50** −.03 -.16* −.02 -.32** -.02 −.06 .57** .17* .20** .38** .29** 1  

16. Firm performance 3.26 .95 .92 −.07 .06 -.26** .04 −.20* .07 −.01 .27** .21** .43** .39** .32** .49** .49** .51** 1 

Note: n=168 

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 
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Table 2.6: Results of Hierarchical Linear Regression (single industry) 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Intercept 3.20*** 2.81*** 2.69*** 2.69*** 
Control Variables     
Gender   .07   .09   .10   .10 
Age   .07 −.03 −.03 −.03 
Education −.13   .02   .03   .03 
Experience 
       Same industry −.00   .02 −.01 −.01 

       Different industry −.15* − .12 −.12 −.12 
Age of firm −.02    .02   .05   .06 
No. of employees   .09    .14*   .15*   .15* 
Innovativeness   .18*    .16*   .11   .11 
Proactiveness   .01 − .01   .03   .03 
Aggressiveness   .29***    .02   .05   .05 
Autonomy   .10    .06   .06   .06 
Humility   .24**    .10   .06   .06 
Independent Variable     
Risk taking    .17*   .00   .00 
Moderators     
Firm type    .79*** .75*** .75*** 
Social capital    .19** .22* .22* 
Two-Way Interactions     
Risk taking × Firm type   .34* .33* 
Social capital × Firm type   .07 .08 
Risk taking × Social capital   .20* .19* 
Three-Way Interaction     
Risk taking × Social capital × 
Firm type 

   .03  

R2 .36 .51 .57 .57 
ΔR2 .36*** .15*** .06*** .00 
Note: n=168 

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 
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We again investigated the moderating roles of firm type (formal versus 

informal) and social capital on the relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking 

behavior and firm performance. In Model 3, we found that this relationship is 

significantly influenced by firm type (β = 0.34, p < .05) and also by social capital (β = 

0.20, p < .05). On the other hand, in Model 4, we found that the three-way interaction 

was not significant (β = 0.03, p > .05). 

We tested the effect of each two-way interaction separately using Model 1 of 

Process Macro. The simple slope was only significant for informal firms (β = 0.46, p < 

.001) and not significant for formal firms (β = 0.09, p > .05). The slope difference was 

also significant (t-value = 2.45, df = 164, p < .05). Similarly, the simple slope was only 

significant for high social capital (β = 0.26, p < .01) but not significant for low social 

capital (β = -0.07, p > .05). The slope difference was also significant (t-value = 2.1, df = 

164, p < .05). The two-way interaction plots supported our Hypotheses 1 and 2 and 

three-way interaction result rejected our Hypothesis 3. Two-way interaction effects are 

plotted in figure 2.5 and 2.6.
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Figure 2.5 

Two-Way Interaction Effect of Firm Type (single industry) 
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Figure 2.6 

Two-Way Interaction Effect of Social Capital (single industry) 
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Summary of the Findings 

The first objective of this model is to explore and extend a dominant thought of 

the entrepreneurship literature that the relationship between entrepreneurial behavior 

and firm performance may be contingent on the external environment (Wiklund & 

Shepherd, 2005; Zahra & Covin, 1995). In particular, most of the previous studies have 

argued that an environment with opportunities (Covin & Slevin, 1989) and 

uncertainties (Bromiley, 1991; Fiegenbaum & Thomas, 1988) can moderate the 

relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and firm performance. 

However, the existing literature has only focused on formal firms. On the contrary, we 

developed our model on both formal and informal firms to argue that informal firms 

offer more opportunities to entrepreneurs taking higher risks. Our results supported our 

hypothesis that informal firms benefit more from entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior 

than formal firms. 

Similar to our first objective, the second objective of this model is to explore 

and extend the relationship between entrepreneurial behavior and firm performance. 

However, we emphasized on environmental uncertainty to explain that when 

entrepreneurs take higher risks for their firm, they need some protective mechanisms to 

defend their firms from any adverse effects from environmental uncertainties. We 

suggested that entrepreneurs’ social capital protects their firms from environmental 

uncertainties. Again, our results supported our hypothesis that entrepreneurs’ risk-

taking behavior benefits their firms the most when they accumulate high social capital 

for their firms.  
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The third objective of this model is to explain the importance of different levels 

of social capital for different types of entrepreneurial firms. Building on social capital 

theory, we argue that social capital is beneficial for both formal and informal firms. 

However, we also argue that social capital is more important for informal firms than 

formal firms. We found that the three-way interaction of entrepreneurs’ risk-taking 

behavior, their firm types (formal versus informal), and their social capital did not 

significantly affect their firm performance. In line with our logic, our robustness test 

showed that if entrepreneurs take high risks for formal firms, their high social capital 

benefits their firms. However, contrary to our understanding, we also found that when 

entrepreneurs take high risks for informal firms, having too many social relationships 

becomes detrimental to such firms. 
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CHAPTER 3 

IF YOU ARE HUMBLE, YOU WILL NEVER STUMBLE: AN EXPLORATION 

OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENTREPRENEURS’ HUMILITY AND 

FIRM PERFORMANCE FROM A SOCIAL CAPITAL PERSPECTIVE 

(MODEL 2) 
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Background 

In the previous chapter, we examined entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and 

explained that entrepreneurs’ assertive behaviors can contribute to their success with 

the support of their social capital. Although the results of Model 1 have shed light on 

social capital and its effect on facilitating the relationship between entrepreneurs’ 

behavior and firm performance, we have not theorized or tested what kinds of 

behaviors help entrepreneurs build social capital for their firms. When entrepreneurs 

exhibit risk-taking or aggressive behaviors, such assertive behaviors may threaten their 

business performance and potential stakeholders; therefore, cultivating legitimacy from 

social capital becomes challenging for the firms when entrepreneurs exhibit their risk-

taking behavior (Ashforth & Gibbs, 1990). Instead of portraying risk-taking or other 

assertive behaviors, aligning their business decisions with stakeholders can facilitate to 

develop future social capital for those new ventures (Plummer, Allison & Connelly, 

2016; Pollock et al., 2010). Therefore, entrepreneurs should exhibit some nonassertive 

behaviors that can help them accumulate social capital for their firms.  

This leads to a few important but as-yet unaddressed questions. What kinds of 

behaviors, if not assertive, help entrepreneurs build social capital for their firms to 

make such firms successful? Does the effect of social capital on firm performance 

differ according to firm type? We argue that instead of assertive behavior, 

entrepreneurs’ humble behavior can attract stakeholders and help them build their 

social capital, which is beneficial for their success. We also argue that the indirect 

effect of entrepreneurs’ humble behavior on their success via social capital is more 

profound for informal firms than formal firms. 
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Building on social capital theory, we propose that instead of relying on assertive 

behavior, business leaders need to exhibit their humility as a nonassertive behavior 

(Chiu, Owens & Tesluk, 2016; Oc et al., 2015) to develop beneficial relationships with 

their internal and external stakeholders. Humility is defined as the personal behavior 

(Morris, Brotheridge, & Urbanski, 2005) of viewing oneself accurately and displaying 

appreciation for others’ strengths and contributions (Owens, Johnson, & Mitchell, 

2013), which accumulates social capital for these people (Ou, Weldman, & Peterson, 

2015). Humble individuals tend to show low selfish motivation (Yovetich & Rusbult, 

1994), are less driven by egoistic motives (Van Tongeren, Davis, & Hook, 2014), and 

show gentle and non-controlling attitudes when interacting with others (Worthington, 

1998, 2008). Entrepreneurs’ humble behavior enhances their attraction in society 

because humble individuals tend to express patience, recognition, and empathy to their 

stakeholders (Davis et al., 2013; Peters, Rowat, & Johnson, 2011). Thus, entrepreneurs’ 

humble behavior is conducive to the development of social capital with their 

stakeholders. In turn, entrepreneurs’ social capital contributes to their firms’ 

performance because social capital helps their firms connect with critical opportunities 

(Bull & Willard, 1993; Ellis, 2000), facilitates innovation (Lipparini & Sobrero, 1994), 

and provides social acceptance (Ostgaard & Birley, 1996). We therefore challenge the 

dominating predictive power of entrepreneurs’ assertive behavior by proposing that 

entrepreneurial humility as a nonassertive behavior may serve as a critical source of 

success for entrepreneurial firms because of its ability to accumulate social capital for 

such firms. 

We mentioned earlier that the importance of social capital may vary between 

firm types (Honig, 1998; Luo, 2002). In particular, when humble entrepreneurs run 

informal businesses, some people may consider humility as a sign of weakness and may 
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try to take advantage of their humble behavior. In the absence of legal support from 

regulatory authorities, the owners of informal firms cannot seek support from any 

formal authorities and can only rely on informal regulators. Developing good 

relationships helps these entrepreneurs build trust and offer support to one another, 

especially in times of distress. If anyone tries to hurt the humble entrepreneurs of 

informal firms, everyone sympathizes with the victims and may feel obliged to support 

them. As such, we again propose that entrepreneurs’ social capital, driven by their 

humble behavior, is also important for both formal and informal firms yet is more 

critical for informal firms for their survival and success. 

This study contributes to the extant literature in two ways. First, we integrate 

research on entrepreneurs’ humility and their social capital to provide a theoretical 

explanation as to why entrepreneurs’ humble behavior facilitates their firms’ 

performance. Studies on entrepreneurs’ behavior have constantly demonstrated the 

effect of entrepreneurs’ assertive behavior on their firms’ performance (Engelen et al., 

2015; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996, 2001; Stam & Elfring, 2008; Wiklund, 2006; Wiklund & 

Shepherd, 2003). We adopt a different perspective and argue that entrepreneurs’ 

humility is another crucial behavior that can facilitate their entrepreneurial success by 

accumulating social capital for their firms.  

Second, our research contributes to the growing literature on entrepreneurs’ 

humility by providing additional evidence for the contextual perspective of 

entrepreneurs’ humility. To date, most of the researchers conducted their studies in 

formal firms and discovered a positive effect of leaders’ humility on individual 

performance (Liden et al., 2014; Owenes, 2009) and team performance (Owens & 

Hekman, 2016). On the other hand, we consider both formal and informal firms to 
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argue that humble entrepreneurs contribute more to informal firms than to formal firms 

via building social capital. We therefore bring a novel approach to the study of 

individuals’ humility that could not be extrapolated from the existing literature.  

Literature Review and Hypothesis Development 

Relationship between social capital and firm performance  
 

In the previous chapter, we reviewed the literature on the role of entrepreneurs’ 

social capital as an environmental factor that facilitates the business environment 

within and outside the firm and, in doing so, influences organizational performance. In 

this section, we review the literature on the direct effect of social capital on 

organizational performance.  

Entrepreneurs’ social capital contributes to their firms to improve overall firm 

performance from the inception (Chung & Gibbons, 1997) to the dissolution of such 

firms (Pennings, Lee, & van Witteloostuijn, 1998). Before starting any business, 

entrepreneurs identify potential business opportunities from their social relations 

(Bhagavatula et al., 2010; Ramos-Rodriguez, 2010) and establish their new firms with 

the support of such social relations (Chung & Gibbons, 1997). After creating their 

firms, entrepreneurs should seek help from their social network to find potential 

employees, which facilitates them to recruit their employees from a bigger and better 

pool of candidates (Fernandez, Castilla, & Moore, 2000). In doing so, entrepreneurs 

reduce their recruitment costs and turnover rates, which improves overall 

organizational efficiency (Dess & Show, 2001). Developing good relationships with the 

employees increases their organizational citizenship behavior and contributes to firm 

performance (Bolino, Turnley, & Bloodgood, 2002). Moreover, social capital allows 
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entrepreneurs to seek more resources from their existing or potential stakeholders 

(Walker, Kogut, & Shan, 1997). When entrepreneurs develop good relationships with 

their internal and external stakeholders, such relationships facilitate those entrepreneurs 

to better manage their resources (Pretty, 2003). In the end, entrepreneurs’ social capital 

reduces the dissolution rate of a firm, and if dissolution is inevitable, social capital 

provides the necessary support to minimize the entrepreneurs’ loss (Pennings, Lee, & 

van Witteloostuijn, 1998). As such, entrepreneurs’ social capital is crucial for their 

firms from their inception to their dissolution.  

Sources of social capital 
 

Researchers have explored existing studies and added their own arguments to 

conceptualize the development process of social capital (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Adler & 

Kwon, 2014). Considerable disagreement and confusion exist concerning the specific 

aspects of social relations that create social capital. A group of researchers considered 

social capital as a product of formal structures (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Oh, Labianca, & 

Chung, 2006). They argued that while people do not have their own social capital, their 

positions in formal networks dictate the presence of such capital. For instance, parents 

(versus children) in families and supervisors (versus employees) in firms should have 

more social capital because of their formal positions in those structures. Contradicting 

the previous group, another school of researchers considered that social capital is 

developed from a person’s individual abilities based on social norms and beliefs 

(DiMaggio, 1992; Emirbayer & Goodwin, 1994; Powell & Smith-Doerr, 1994; 

Wellman, 1997; Wellman & Gulia, 1999). They argued that when people follow the 

norms and values of society, they may develop social relationships with the members of 

that society. A review done by Adler and Kwon (2002) summarized the basic 
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arguments of both these schools of thought and explained that social capital is 

developed from the market, social, and hierarchical relations of a social structure 

(Glanville & Bienenstock, 2009) based on the person’s opportunity, motivation, and 

ability in that social structure (Chen, 1996; Chen, Kuo-Hsien, & Tsai, 2007).  

The extant literature, while shedding light on the sources of social capital, 

cannot clarify how entrepreneurs’ behaviors can contribute to social capital. 

Researchers previously mentioned individuals’ abilities and motivations (Chen, 1996; 

Chen, Kuo-Hsien, & Tsai, 2007) or the consequences of their proactive personalities as 

the sources of social capital (Thompson, 2005), yet the specific reasons for 

entrepreneurs’ certain behaviors to build more social capital than others need further 

exploration with a holistic approach.  

Humility as a source of social capital 
 

Entrepreneurs need to possess certain abilities to attract potential stakeholders 

and to build social relationships with them. Earlier, we mentioned that entrepreneurs’ 

assertive behaviors, such as risk-taking and aggressive behaviors, may be exhibited as 

threats to their potential stakeholders. On the other hand, entrepreneurs’ humble 

behavior acts as a boundary spanner (Taylor, 2007) that can attract stakeholders and 

build their social capital (Chiu & Owens, 2013; Langford & Inocencio-Gray, 2013; 

Owens & Hekman, 2012).  

Humility is defined as the nonbiased self-estimation of a person that allows 

them to see themselves accurately, including their strengths and weaknesses (Peterson 

& Seligman, 2004). The humility of an entrepreneur is not limited by their self-

awareness; instead, it is about a person’s view of accepting that something is more 

important than oneself and is manifested in being open to criticism from others, 
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showing appreciation for others, portraying low self-focus, and exhibiting self-

transcendent pursuit (Ou et al., 2014) under different situations and perspectives 

(Morris et al., 2005). This distinct characteristic helps entrepreneurs build social capital 

within and outside the organization.  

Within the organization, a leader’s humility helps them build social capital by 

developing peer-to-peer (Owens & Hekman, 2016) and leader-to-follower relationships 

(Langford & Inocencio-Gray, 2013). Humble behavior increases the exchange of 

knowledge and resources between supervisors and their employees (Langford & 

Inocencio-Gray, 2013). At the same time, leaders exude a form of charisma (Owens & 

Hekman, 2012) that inspires followers to respect one another as they follow their leader 

(Owens & Hekman, 2016). A person’s humility indicates their simplicity and helps 

them gain others’ trust (Dana, 2007). Moreover, when a humble firm leader creates a 

knowledge-sharing environment in their firm, all the employees tend to learn about it, 

accept it as a collaborative approach, learn from one another, and together develop 

internal organizational social capital (Ou, Waldman, & Peterson, 2015). The humility 

of a leader is also considered a form of servant leadership (Freeman, 2011) that ensures 

that the employees are recognized for their achievements (Hale & Fields, 2007).  

Outside the organization, humble entrepreneurs express interest in socializing 

with their stakeholders (Davis et al., 2013), painting them as trusted allies to such 

stakeholders. Humility has also been portrayed as a quiet virtue (Worthington, 2008) 

and source of spirituality and forgiveness (Davis et al., 2010) that makes a person 

appear more attractive, trustworthy, and reliable to external stakeholders and helps 

them extend their trusted network. It indicates the fairness of entrepreneurs (Davis et 

al., 2010) and distinguishes them as justified people to their outside stakeholders, 
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helping them develop better relationships with such stakeholders (Peters, Rowat, & 

Johnson, 2011).  

The ability of a humble person to build social capital is evident in the literature, 

yet the effects of social capital derived from humble behavior on firm performance are 

still inconclusive. This issue has inspired us to rethink the effects of entrepreneurs’ 

humble behavior on building their social capital and ultimately contributing to their 

entrepreneurial performance. 

Humility and entrepreneurship opportunity 
 

Earlier we have mentioned that entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior facilitates 

their firms to identify business opportunities (Shane, 2003) or create business 

opportunities (Alvarez & Barney, 2007; 2008) but taking excessive risks confine them 

from creating certain opportunities as well (Demetry, 2017; Warnick et al, 2018). On 

the other hand, entrepreneurs’ humble behavior results in more creative and productive 

business opportunities (Dutton & Spreitzer, 2014; Benkler, 2006) by demonstrating 

their passion for business (Owens, Johnson & Mitchell, 2013). Entrepreneurial 

activities – such as exploring and creating new venture opportunities are considered as 

entrepreneurial passion (Cardon et al., 2009; Murnieks et al., 2014). Humble 

entrepreneurs create opportunities for their businesses in two steps of acknowledging 

their mistakes and exhibiting their openness to feedback. 

In the first step, humble entrepreneurs design the environment for creating new 

opportunities by acknowledging their mistakes (Owens & Hekman, 2016), and 

displaying their teachability (Owens, Johnson & Mitchell, 2013) that is their learning 

orientation from those mistakes (Church et al., 1998). They objectively evaluate 

themselves to identify their own strengths and weaknesses and if they spot any 
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mistakes in their decisions, they try to address those mistakes instead of bypassing them 

or forcing those decisions (Nielsen et al., 2010). The ability of an entrepreneur to learn 

effectively from their mistakes is critical to their business for exploiting new 

opportunities (Dane & Pratt, 2007). Therefore, entrepreneurs try to learn from their 

mistakes by initiating remedial actions that allow the entrepreneurs to create new 

opportunities for their business in the long run (Owens, Johnson & Mitchell, 2013). 

Moreover, acknowledging mistakes and looking for and recognizing solutions not only 

displays motivation of those entrepreneurs (Cardon et al., 2009) but also develops the 

core competencies and skills of their firms (Dane & Pratt, 2007) that creates 

opportunities to attract potential stakeholders to build more social capital for their 

business.  

In the second step, humble entrepreneurs initiate actions for creating 

opportunities for their business by identifying the abilities of their stakeholders (Ou et 

al., 2014) and seeking feedback from those stakeholders (Owens, Johnson & Mitchell, 

2013). Humble entrepreneurs recognize the limitation of their abilities and take notice 

of the strengths and unique abilities of their internal (Morris et al, 2005) and external 

stakeholders (Warnick et al., 2018). Humble entrepreneurs tend to seek feedback from 

those internal and external stakeholders while taking their business decisions. Seeking 

feedback not only improves their learning of those humble entrepreneurs but additional 

information from those stakeholders also opens new attainment and future possibilities 

to their businesses (Hirst, van Knippenberg, & Zhou, 2009; Owens & Hekman, 2016). 

Openness to feedback provides realistic information and critical insights to those 

humble entrepreneurs, absent to their preceding knowledge, yet important for their 

decision making and creating new initiatives for their business. Therefore, 
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entrepreneurs’ humility drives them to acknowledge their mistakes and seek feedback 

from others to create new opportunities for their ventures. 

Humility, social capital, and firm performance 
 

 As we explained earlier, entrepreneurs’ humble behavior helps them accumulate 

social capital for their firms (Chiu & Owens, 2013; Langford & Inocencio-Gray, 2013; 

Owens & Hekman, 2012). On the other hand, entrepreneurs’ social capital help their 

firms perform better (Batjargal, 2003; Stam, Arzlanian, & Elfring, 2014). Here, we 

argue that social capital mediates the relationship between entrepreneurs’ humility and 

their firms’ performance. We mentioned earlier that entrepreneurs’ humble behavior 

helps them build social capital within (Langford & Inocencio-Gray, 2013; Ou, 

Weldman, & Peterson, 2015) and outside their firms (Peters, Rowat, & Johnson, 2011). 

Such social capital contributes to firm performance in three ways: developing 

organizational capabilities within the firms, accessing resources and commitments 

outside the firm, and improving the decision-making abilities of the firms.  

Inside the firm, humble entrepreneurs boost their firms’ performance by 

building social capital with their employees and top management team (TMT) and 

inspiring them to work toward the goal of the firm. Humble entrepreneurs acknowledge 

their own weaknesses (Landrum, 2011) and show appreciation for others’ abilities 

(Owens et al., 2013). When the employees feel that the entrepreneur and the firm value 

their efforts, those employees try to offer better efforts to the firm in return (Liden et 

al., 2014; Owens, 2009). At the same time, humble entrepreneurs inspire their followers 

to behave with humility as well, which creates shared team behavior and improves 

overall team performance (Owens & Hekman, 2016). In doing so, humble 

entrepreneurs contribute to overall firm performance by generating various 
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organizational capabilities, such as innovation (Mollick, 2012), sales, and revenue 

(Arthur & Huntley, 2005; Collins & Smith, 2006; Cummings, 2004; Mesmer-Magnus 

& DeChurch, 2009), which are vital to firm performance (Wang & Wang, 2012). At the 

same time, when humble entrepreneurs reduce the pay disparity between them and 

TMT, the latter make better joint strategic decisions for the betterment of the firm (Ou, 

Waldman, & Peterson, 2015). 

 In addition, humility helps entrepreneurs access resources and gain 

commitments from their external stakeholders. Humble entrepreneurs show their 

stakeholders that they value them and are willing to build, continue, or extend social 

relationships with them (Davis et al., 2013; Tongeren, Davis, & Hook, 2014). This 

helps humble entrepreneurs strengthen relationships with existing external stakeholders 

as well as connect with more external stakeholders and access their resources (Laursen, 

Masciarelli, & Prencipe, 2012; Talavera, Xiong, & Xiong, 2012). Humble 

entrepreneurs express fairness (Ashton & Lee, 2005; Oh et al., 2011) and 

submissiveness toward their stakeholders (Peters, Rowat & Johnson, 2017), which 

helps them foster reliability among their external stakeholders and encourages the 

stakeholders to develop long-term commitments to their firms (Chen, Wang, & Sun, 

2012).  

In addition, humble entrepreneurs gain access to a bigger pool of suggestions 

from their social relations and can make better decisions for their firms. Such 

entrepreneurs exhibit submissiveness by accepting a wide variety of suggestions and 

opinions from others instead of challenging such suggestions and giving affirmative 

responses to their stakeholders (Nielsen, Marrone, & Slay, 2010). Humility involves an 

entrepreneur’s willingness to follow the opinions of others while staying on top of their 

firms, portraying socialized and charismatic leadership. The main purpose of humble 
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behavior is not to accept all opinions but to show value to those opinions. However, it 

helps the firm identify good fits from the pool of suggestions and accept comparatively 

better suggestions instead of forcing its own decisions aggressively. This is to say that 

humble entrepreneurs represent a better learning effect for their firms because of a 

wider variety of opinions from their social relations, which helps those firms perform 

better. 

Humble entrepreneurs therefore accumulate social capital for their firms and 

contribute to their firms’ performance in three ways. First, humble entrepreneurs 

inspire knowledge sharing within their organizations and improve organizational 

capabilities. Second, humble entrepreneurs can access more resources and 

commitments from their external stakeholders. Third, they receive more suggestions 

from their stakeholders to make better decisions for their firms. Hence, we predict the 

following: 

Hypothesis 1: Entrepreneurs’ social capital mediates the relationship between 

the entrepreneurs’ humility and their firms’ performance.  

The moderating role of firm type between indirect effect of humility and firm 
performance  

 

In the previous chapter, we argued that the importance of social capital may 

vary between formal and informal firms. Specifically, entrepreneurs with high risk-

taking propensity can benefit more from their social capital when they own informal 

firms rather than formal firms. In this section, we advance our inquiry by exploring 

entrepreneurs’ humble behavior to argue that such behavior can contribute more to firm 

performance via accumulating social capital when they operate informal firms rather 

than formal firms.  
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Formal firms, unlike informal firms, are protected by formal rules and 

regulations. Therefore, building relationships is more beneficial to informal firms than 

formal firms (Luo, 2002). When humble entrepreneurs build social capital for formal 

firms, such capital helps them add additional value to their businesses. On the other 

hand, social capital for informal firms not only adds value to their businesses but is also 

a reason for their existence. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, in the absence of formal contracts, 

entrepreneurs need more legitimacy for their informal firms to survive and succeed in 

the informal economy (Portes & Landolt, 2000). By building more social relationships 

with their stakeholders, humble entrepreneurs fill this gap of legitimacy for their 

informal firms. Entrepreneurs’ humble behavior helps them increase followership (Chiu 

& Owens, 2013; Owens & Hekman, 2012) or create relationships with other 

stakeholders (Nielsen, Marrone, & Slay, 2010) and increases the legitimacy of their 

firms (Florin, Lubatkin, & Schulze, 2003). Given the absence of legality in informal 

businesses, legitimacy is more important to informal firms than to formal firms. 

Therefore, when humble entrepreneurs extend and strengthen their social network by 

building more and better partnerships or relationships for their informal firms, it offsets 

the negative effect of the absence of formal institutional support (Webb et al., 2010).  

Humble entrepreneurs build trusted relationships with their stakeholders for 

formal and, more importantly, informal firms (Dana, 2007). When humble 

entrepreneurs build trust-based relationships with their stakeholders, this reduces the 

potential threat of operational risks on the firm and increases the stakeholders’ 

commitment to the firm (Chen, Wang, & Sun, 2012). It helps the entrepreneurs build 

communications, obligations, expectations, and emotional bonds with their 

stakeholders. Building emotional and trusted bonds with stakeholders protects informal 
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firms from any potential betrayal of their stakeholders (Tan, Yang, & Veliyath, 2009) 

and helps the entrepreneurs succeed and grow their business using such social capital. 

Since informal firms are not protected by formal rules and regulations, their 

stakeholders can easily betray and hurt them. Therefore, instead of challenging or 

posing a threat to their stakeholders, owners of informal firms should remain humble 

and help one another by building trusted and cooperative relationships with one 

another. Whereas entrepreneurs’ humble behavior builds social capital for formal firms, 

it performs both as a value-adding mechanism and as a protective shield for informal 

firms. Hence, we predict the following: 

Hypothesis 2: Firm type (formal versus informal) moderates the relationship 

between entrepreneurs’ social capital and firm performance such that the indirect 

effect between entrepreneurs’ humility and firm performance via social capital 

becomes more (versus less) pronounced in informal (versus formal) firms. 

Methodology 

Sample and procedures 

The data for our pilot study and the main study for Model 2 came from the same 

respondents as Model 1. We validated the measure of our new focal construct, humility 

(α = .87), in the pilot study to use in our main study. We again conducted confirmatory 

factor analysis to evaluate the discriminant validity of humility, social capital, and firm 

performance in Lavaan. We found that our hypothesized three-factor model (CFI = .93, 

TLI = .88, RMSEA = .12, SRMR = .07) had a better model fit than the single-factor 

model (CFI = .62, TLI = .47, RMSEA = .26, SRMR = .14), with a change in chi-square 

of 55.395 (Δdf = 3, p < .05). 
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Measures 

Humility 

 We measured humility using a nine-item scale originally developed by Owens 

and colleagues (2013). We reworded the original scale slightly to fit our context and 

asked the employees to rate the social capital of their entrepreneurs based on a seven-

point scale (“1” = strongly disagree, “7” = strongly agree). Some sample items include 

the following: “This person acknowledges when others have more knowledge and skills 

than himself/herself”; “This person shows appreciation for the contributions of others”; 

and “This person is open to the advice of others”. Cronbach’s α is .81.  

All other measurements are the same as those of Model 1. 

Results 

Descriptive statistics 

Table 4.1 shows the descriptive statistics, including the means, standard 

deviations, and correlations among all the variables. All our key variables passed the 

reliability requirement, and the directions of the correlations were aligned with our 

expectations. In fact, we found a positive correlation between humility and social 

capital (.31, p < 0.01) as well as a positive correlation between social capital and firm 

performance (.43, p < 0.01). 
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Confirmatory factor analysis 

 We conducted confirmatory factor analysis to evaluate the discriminant validity 

of humility, social capital, and firm performance in Lavaan. We found that our 

hypothesized three-factor model (CFI = .99, TLI = .98, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .04) 

had a better model fit than the single-factor model (CFI = .57, TLI = .40, RMSEA = 

.29, SRMR = .16), with a change in chi-square of 499.969 (Δdf = 4, p < .001).
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Table 3.1: Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations among the Variables (Model 2) 
 Mean S.D α 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

1. Gender 1.05 .23  1  
          

       

2. Age 37.40 10.71  −.02 1                  

3. Education 3.75 1.16 
 

.21** −.01 1 
         

       

Experience 
4. Same industry 

10.75 7.47 
 

−.02 .62** −.02 1 
        

       

5. Different industry .78 2.55 
 

−.02 .21** .07 .05 1 
       

       

6. Business age 9.97 7.23  −.04 .56** .01 .86** .07 .1 
      

       

7. No. of employees 3.17 2.00  −.04 .08 .28** .29** .04 .30** 1             

Industry 
8. Grocery 

.19 .39  −.08 .06 -.29** −.06 −.03 -.10 -.20** 1            

9. Fashion .37 .48  .19** .01 .14* .10 −.01 .07 .11 -.37** 1 
   

       

10.Electronics .21 .41  −.05 −.02 .23** .01 .15** .05 .24** -.25** -.40** 1 
  

       

11. Risk taking 5.78 1.02  −.07 −.04 -.24** −.10 -.22** −.06 −.15* .24** −.14* -.18** 1         

12. Innovativeness 6.15 .70  −.10 .01 −.03 .09 .03 .10 .03 .03 .17** -.09** .18** 1        

13. Proactiveness 6.23 .59  .09 .04 .05 −.02 .10 −.03 .02 .10 .03 .02 .28** .40** 1       

14. Aggressiveness 5.45 1.37  -.22** −.08 -.28** −.14* −.20* −.07 -.18** .29** -.23** −.14* .65** .14* .27** 1      

15. Autonomy 6.26 .68  -.16** .05 −.11 .03 −.06 .07 −.06 .14* −.04 −.04 .31** .34** .31** .36** 1     

16. Humility 6.13 .55 .81 .01 .15** −.06 .02 .01 .02 −.07 .13* −.09 −.11 .26** −.03 .22** .16** .24** 1    

17. Social capital 6.13 .47 .87 −.12* .20** -.19** .13* .04 .12 −.07 .17 −.04 −.06 .29** .38** .44** .22** .48** .31** 1   

18. Firm type  .49 .50 
 

-.24** .06 -.52** −.02 -.21** −.03 -.42** .37** -.29** -.30** .42** .00 -.08 .56** .13* .21** .24** 1  

19. Firm performance 3.27 .91 .92 −.09 .06 -.34** .03 -.18** .02 −.12* .24** -.21** -.18** .49** .17** .14* .44** .30** .29** .43** .56** 1 

Note: n=300 

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001
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Hypothesis testing 

We used hierarchical regression analysis to test our Hypothesis 1. Table 3.2 

reports the results of hierarchical regression analyses.   

Indirect relationship between humility and firm performance through social 
capital 

 

In Hypothesis 1, we predicted that entrepreneurs’ social capital would mediate 

the relationship between their humility and firm performance. According to our results 

in Table 3.2 humility was positively related to social capital (β=.07, p<0.05) in Model 2 

and humility was positively related to firm performance (β=.14, p<0.01) in Model 4. 

However, social capital was also positively related firm performance in (β=.21, 

p<0.001) in Model 5 and effect of humility over firm performance became non-

significant (β=.07, p>0.05). Our findings supported our Hypothesis 1.  
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Table 3.2 

Results of Hierarchical Regression Analysis (Model 2) 

 DV: Social Capital  DV: Firm Performance 

Variables Model 1            Model 2  Model 3       Model 4 Model 5 

Intercept 
6.11*** 6.14*** 

 
3.77*** 3.81*** 3.07*** 

 
Controls 

  

 

   

Gender -.03* -.03 
 

.05 .05 .09* 

Age .01* .01 
 

.01 .00 -.00 

Education -.05 -.05 
 

-.15*** -.15*** -.06 

Experience 
       Same industry 

.00 .00 

 

.01 .01 .01 
       Different industry .00 .00 

 
-.03 -.03 -.02 

No. of employees -.01 -.01* 
 

.02 .02 .07* 
Age of firm .00 .00 

 
-.01 -.01 -.01 

Industry (grocery) .04 .04 
 

-.09 -.08 -.12 
Industry (fashion) -.03 -.01 

 
-.41** -.37* -.22 

Industry (electronics) .00 .03 
 

-.32* -.26 -.12 
Innovativeness .06* .08* 

 
.09 .12* .06 

Proactiveness .14*** .13*** 
 

-.02 -.05 -.04 
Aggressiveness -.07* -.06 

 
.10 .12 -.00 

Autonomy .15*** .13*** 
 

.11* .08 .06 
Risk-taking .06* .05 

 
.25*** .22*** .18** 

IV  
 

    

Humility  .07*   
.14** .07 

Mediator       

Social Capital      
.21*** 

 R2 .41 .43  .37 .39 .50 

△ R2 .42*** .02*  .37*** .02*      .11*** 
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We also conducted regression analysis using Process Macro version 3.3 in IBM 

SPSS version 23. We used Model 4 of Process Macro to test Hypothesis 1 and used 

Model 14 to test Hypothesis 2. We ran both models with 5,000 bootstrap samples. We 

found a significant positive indirect effect of humility on firm performance via social 

capital (indirect effect = .04, 95% CI: [.01, .08]). Thus, Hypothesis 1 was supported 

that entrepreneurs’ humility would help the entrepreneurial firms to perform better via 

building social capital. The results are summarized in table 3.4. 

We also used the Sobel test (Preacher & Hayes, 2004) to verify the significance 

level of the mediation effect. We found that the mediation effect is indeed significant 

(t-value = 2.05, se = .01, p < .05). Baron and Kenny (1986) suggested the Aroian 

version of the Sobel test as a better predictor to test the significance of the mediation 

effect. As such, we conducted the Aroian test and found similar results (t-value = 2.02, 

se = .01, p < .05). The results from the Sobel test and the Aroian test also supported 

Hypothesis 1. 
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Table 3.3 

Sobel Test and Aroian Test 

 Test statistic Std. error p-value 

 

Sobel test 

 

2.051 

 

0.014 

 

0.040 

Aroian test 2.028 0.014 0.044 
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Moderating role of firm type 

 

In Hypothesis 2, we predicted that firm type (formal versus informal) would 

moderate the relationship between entrepreneurs’ social capital and their firms’ 

performance. In Process macro Model 14, we found that the conditional effect of social 

capital was stronger for informal firms (β = 0.37, p < .05) than for formal firms (β = 

0.15, p < .05), with a significant slope difference (t-value = 2.099, df = 296, p < .05). 

Overall, we found that the conditional effect of entrepreneurs’ humility on firm 

performance was more pronounced by building social capital among informal firms 

(indirect effect = .05, 95% CI: [.01, .11]) compared to doing so among formal firms 

(indirect effect = .02, 95% CI: [.00, .05]), and the difference of this indirect effect was 

significant (βdiff = 0.03, 95% CI: [.00, .08]). The results supported Hypothesis 2. We 

plotted the indirect effect in figure 3.1 and table 3.4.
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Table 3.4 

Bootstrap Results for Indirect Effect and Conditional Indirect Effects (Model 2) 

Humility→Social Capital→Firm Performance Indirect Effect LL 95% CI UL 95% CI 

Mediating Effect a .04 .01 .08 

Mediated Moderation:    

Low .02 .00 .05 

High  .05 .01 .11 

Note: n = 300.  
Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. 
a To test the mediating effect, we used Model 4 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the control variables as covariates. 
b To test the mediated moderation effect of humility on firm performance via social capital, we used Model 14 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the 
control variables as covariates. 
c Low = formal firms; high = informal firms. 
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Figure 3.1 

Conditional Indirect Effect of Humility on Firm Performance through Social Capital 
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Robustness tests 
 

In this study, we performed several robustness tests to confirm our results with 

alternative measures. We found similar results in all our robustness tests. Some 

researchers argued that control variables may affect the underlying construct and 

provide less accurate interpretations (Spector & Brannick, 2011). Therefore, we also 

tested our hypothesized model without adding the control variables. Again, we 

followed Models 4 and 14 of Process Marco, this time without adding the control 

variables.  

In Model 4, we again found a significant positive indirect effect of humility on 

firm performance via social capital (indirect effect = .11, 95% CI: [.06, .16]). Thus, 

Hypothesis 1 was supported again that entrepreneurs’ humility would help the 

entrepreneurial firms to perform better via building social capital. The results are 

summarized in table 3.5. We used the Sobel test (Preacher & Hayes, 2004) to verify the 

significance level of the mediation effect. We found that the mediation effect is indeed 

significant (t-value = 4.34, se = .02, p < .05). Following Baron and Kenny (1986), we 

also conducted the Aroian test and found similar results (t-value = 4.32, se = .02, p < 

.05). The results from the Sobel test and the Aroian test also supported Hypothesis 1. 
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Table 3.5 

Sobel Test and Aroian Test 

 Test statistic Std. error p-value 

Sobel test 4.344 0.024 0.000 

Aroian test 4.317 0.024 0.000 
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We also investigated the interactive effects of firm type (formal versus 

informal) and social capital on firm performance. In Model 14, we found that the 

conditional effect of social capital was stronger for informal firms (β = 0.43, p < .05) 

than for formal firms (β = 0.20, p < .05), with a significant slope difference (t-value = 

2.4249, df = 296, p < .05). Again, we found that the conditional effect of entrepreneurs’ 

humility on firm performance was more pronounced by building social capital among 

informal firms (indirect effect = .13, 95% CI: [.07, .22]) compared to doing so among 

formal firms (indirect effect = .06, 95% CI: [.03, .10]), and the difference of this 

indirect effect was significant (βdiff = 0.07, 95% CI: [.01, .15]). Thus, the results of the 

robustness test also supported Hypothesis 2. We plotted our results in table 3.6. 
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Table 3.6 

Bootstrap Results for Indirect Effect and Conditional Indirect Effects without Control Variables (Model 2) 

Humility→Social Capital→Firm Performance Indirect Effect LL 95% CI UL 95% CI 

Mediating Effect a .11 .06 .16 

Mediated Moderation:    

Low .06 .03 .10 

High  .13 .06 .22 

Note: n = 300. 
Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. 
a To test the mediating effect, we used Model 4 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the control variables as covariates. 
b To test the mediated moderation effect of humility on firm performance via social capital, we used Model 14 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the 
control variables as covariates. 
c Low = formal firms; high = informal firms. 
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Ou and colleagues (2014) proposed an extended measurement of “humility” 

with ten additional items. We tested our model using their proposed 19-item 

measurement of humility. We slightly modified the wording of the original to fit our 

context and asked the employees to rate the social capital of their entrepreneurs based 

on a seven-point scale (“1” = strongly disagree, “7” = strongly agree). Some sample 

items included the following: “This person does not like to draw attention to 

himself/herself”; “This person devotes his/her time to the betterment of society”; and 

“This person believes that all people are a small part of the universe”. Cronbach’s α is 

.71. 

Similar to our previous results, in Model 4, we found a significant positive 

indirect effect of humility on firm performance via social capital (indirect effect = .05, 

95% CI: [.02, .08]). Our findings again indicated a clear indirect effect of social capital 

between humility and firm performance and supported Hypothesis 1. On the other 

hand, in Model 14, although we found that the conditional effect was stronger in 

informal firms (β = 0.31, p < .05) than in formal firms (β = 0.15, p < .05), the slope 

difference was not significant (t-value = 1.54, df = 296, p > .05), which only marginally 

supported Hypothesis 2. Similarly, we found that the conditional effect of 

entrepreneurs’ humility on firm performance was more pronounced by building social 

capital among informal firms (indirect effect = .06, 95% CI: [.02, .11]) than among 

formal firms (indirect effect = .03, 95% CI: [.01, .06]), but the difference of this 

indirect effect was not significant (βdiff = 0.03, 95% CI: [−.01, .08]). Thus, Hypothesis 2 

was not supported following the 19-item measurement of Ou and colleagues (2014). 

We plotted our results in table 3.7. 
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Table 3.7 

Bootstrap Results for Indirect Effect and Conditional Indirect Effects with 19-Item Measurement of Humility (Model 2) 

Humility→Social Capital→Firm Performance Indirect Effect LL 95% CI UL 95% CI 

Mediating Effect a .05 .02 .08 

Mediated Moderation:    

Low .03 .01 .06 

High  .06 .02 .11 

Note: n = 300. 
Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. 
a To test the mediating effect, we used Model 4 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the control variables as covariates. 
b To test the mediated moderation effect of humility on firm performance via social capital, we used Model 14 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the 
control variables as covariates. 
c Low = formal firms; high = informal firms. 
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Since Hypothesis 2 was not supported following the 19-item measurement of 

Ou and colleagues (2014), we needed more evidence to support the hypothesis. Ou and 

colleagues (2018) stated that a person’s self-rated humility and employee-rated 

humility can produce similar results. To further confirm our results, we again tested our 

model with the nine-item and 19-item measurements of humility, where the 

entrepreneurs rated their own humility.  

We found in Model 4 that entrepreneurs’ self-rated humility had a positive 

indirect effect on their firms’ performance via social capital in both the nine-item 

(indirect effect = .11, 95% CI: [.07, .18]) and 19-item measurements (indirect effect = 

.12, 95% CI: [.06, .19]) of humility. Our findings again indicated a clear indirect effect 

of social capital between humility and firm performance and supported Hypothesis 1. 

Similarly, in Model 14, we found that the conditional effect of social capital is stronger 

for informal firms (β = 0.36, p < .001 and β = 0.31, p < .001) than for formal firms (β = 

0.13, p < .05 and β = 0.08, p > .05), with a significant slope difference (t-value = 2.12, 

df = 296, p < .05 and t-value = 2.02, df = 296, p < .05) for both the nine-item and 19-

item measures. Similarly, we found that the conditional effect of entrepreneurs’ 

humility on firm performance was more pronounced by building social capital among 

informal firms (indirect effect = .15, 95% CI: [.07, .25] and indirect effect = .17, 95% 

CI: [.07, .27]) than among formal firms (indirect effect = .06, 95% CI: [.01, .11] and 

indirect effect = .05, 95% CI: [−.02, .11]) for the nine-item and 19-item measurements 

of entrepreneurs’ self-rated humility. The difference of this indirect effect was again 

significant for both the nine-item (βdiff = 0.10, 95% CI: [.02, .19]) and 19-item 

measurements (βdiff = 0.12, 95% CI: [.01, .23]). Thus, Hypothesis 2 was supported 

following both measurements of entrepreneurs’ self-rated humility. We plotted our 

results in table 3.8 and table 3.9. 
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Table 3.8 

Bootstrap Results for Indirect Effect and Conditional Indirect Effects (Nine-Item Self-Rated Measure of Humility) 

Humility→Social Capital→Firm Performance Indirect Effect LL 95% CI UL 95% CI 

Mediating Effect a .11 .07 .18 

Mediated Moderation:    

Low .06 .01 .11 

High  .15 .07 .25 

Note: n = 300. 
Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. 
a To test the mediating effect, we used Model 4 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the control variables as covariates. 
b To test the mediated moderation effect of humility on firm performance via social capital, we used Model 14 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the 
control variables as covariates. 
c Low = formal firms; high = informal firms 
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Table 3.9 

Bootstrap Results for Indirect Effect and Conditional Indirect Effects (19-Item Self-Rated Measure of Humility) 

Humility→Social Capital→Firm Performance Indirect Effect LL 95% CI UL 95% CI 

Mediating Effect a .12 .06 .19 

Mediated Moderation:    

Low .05 −.02 .11 

High  .17 .07 .27 

Note: n = 300. 
Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. 
a To test the mediating effect, we used Model 4 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the control variables as covariates. 
b To test the mediated moderation effect of humility on firm performance via social capital, we used Model 14 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the 
control variables as covariates. 
c Low = formal firms; high = informal firms. 
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Similar to Model 1, to further confirm our findings, we only selected one industry – 

home appliance industry from our dataset and tested our hypotheses for Model 2 again based 

on 132 samples. Table 3.10 shows the descriptive statistics, including means, standard 

deviations, and correlations among all the variables. Same as before, the directions of such 

correlations were aligned with our expectations. We found a positive correlation between 

humility and social capital (.22, p < 0.05) as well as a positive correlation between social 

capital and firm performance (.34, p < 0.01). 
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Table 3.10: Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations among the Variables (single industry) 

 Mean SD α 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1. Gender 1.02 .15  1  
          

 

2. Age 36.81 9.92  .01 1            

3. Experience 
    Same industry 

10.35 6.55 
 

.02 .68** 1 
         

 

4. Different industry .86 2.84 
 

.12 .30* .13 1 
        

 

5. Innovativeness 6.01 .76  -.14 .02 .05 .09 1         

6. Proactiveness 6.15 .65  .02 .08 .02 .07 .43** 1        

7. Aggressiveness 5.45 1.23  -.06 -.09 −.18* -.25** -.19* .44** 1       

8. Autonomy 6.20 .72  −.13 .11 -.01 −.01 .22* .28** .31** 1      

9. Risk taking 5.71 1.02  -.12 -.08 -.11 -.32** .24** .29** .66** .19 1     

10. Humility  6.12 .58 .82 .01 .20* .12 −.06 -.10 .15 .22* .31** .19* 1    

11. Social capital 6.08 .46 .86 -.27** .20* .09 -.00 .32** .41** .30** .48** .20* .22* 1   

12. Firm type .49 .50 
 

-.15 -.05 −.01 -.27** -.03 .11 .54** .08 .46** .22** .18* 1  

13. Firm performance 3.28 .86 .92 −.14 .06 .02 −.17 .08 .07 .45** .19* .48** .26** .34** .64** 1 

Note: n=132 

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 
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We used hierarchical regression analysis to test our Hypothesis 1. Table 3.11 reports 

the results of hierarchical regression analyses. According to our results in Table 3.11 humility 

was positively related to social capital (β=.13, p<0.001) in Model 2 and humility was 

positively related to firm performance (β=.17, p<0.05) in Model 4. However, social capital 

was also positively related firm performance in (β=.23, p<0.05) in Model 5 and effect of 

humility over firm performance became non-significant (β=.11, p>0.05). Our findings 

supported our Hypothesis 1. 

We used Process Macro Model 14 to test our Hypothesis 2. We found that the 

conditional effect of social capital was only significant for informal firms (β = 0.08, p < .05) 

but not significant for formal firms (β = 0.03, p > .05), with a significant slope difference (t-

value = 2.22, df = 128, p < .05). Overall, we found that the conditional effect of 

entrepreneurs’ humility on firm performance was more pronounced by building social capital 

among informal firms (indirect effect = .08, 95% CI: [.01, .16]) compared to doing so among 

formal firms (indirect effect = .03, 95% CI: [-.02, .08]), and the difference of this indirect 

effect was significant (βdiff = 0.05, 95% CI: [.03, .08]). The results supported Hypothesis 2. 

We plotted the indirect effect and conditional indirect effect in table 3.12 and figure 3.2.  
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Table 3.11 

Results of Hierarchical Regression Analysis (single industry) 

 DV: Social Capital  DV: Firm Performance 
Variables Model 1 Model 2  Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
Intercept 6.10*** 6.11***  3.27*** 3.28*** 3.30*** 
 
Controls   

 
   

Gender -.15* -.14*  -.09 -.08 -.01 
Age .09 .05  .07 .02 -.01 
Experience 
       Same industry -.01 .01 

 

.06 .08 .08 
       Different industry -.02 .00  .00 .03 .03 
Innovativeness .05 .06  -.01 .00 -.03 
Proactiveness .10* .08*  -.15* -.17* -.21* 
Aggressiveness .05 .02  .29** .26* .25* 
Autonomy .14*** .11*  .07 .03 -.02 
Risk-taking -.01 -.01  .29** .29*** .30** 
IV       
Humility  .13***   .17* .11 
Mediator       
Social Capital      .23* 
 R2 .39 .46  .32 .35 .39 
△ R2 .39*** .07***  .32*** .03* .04* 
Note: n=132 

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 
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Table 3.12 

Bootstrap Results for Indirect Effect and Conditional Indirect Effects (single industry) 

Humility→Social Capital→Firm Performance Indirect Effect LL 95% CI UL 95% CI 

Mediating Effect a .06 .01 .14 

Mediated Moderation:    

Low .03 −.02 .08 

High  .08 .01 .16 

Note: n = 132. 
Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. 
a To test the mediating effect, we used Model 4 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the control variables as covariates. 
b To test the mediated moderation effect of humility on firm performance via social capital, we used Model 14 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the 
control variables as covariates. 
c Low = formal firms; high = informal firms 
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Figure 3.2 

Conditional Indirect Effect of Humility on Firm Performance through Social Capital 

(single industry) 
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We mentioned earlier that entrepreneurs’ assertive behavior such as risk-taking 

behavior may exhibit as a potential threat to their stakeholders and deteriorate their 

social capital (Coleman, 1994; Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). Therefore, we also 

tested the conditional indirect effect between risk-taking and firm performance via 

social capital to confirm our claim.  

 Using Process Macro Model 4 and 14 we found that the indirect effect between 

risk-taking and firm performance is not significant (indirect effect = .03, 95% CI: [-.01, 

.07]). We also found that the result was not significant for both formal (indirect effect = 

.02, 95% CI: [-.01, .04]) and informal firms (indirect effect = .04, 95% CI: [-.01, .10]). 

Our results supported our claim that entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior cannot build 

social capital to improve their firm performance. We plotted the indirect effect and 

conditional indirect effect in table 3.13. 
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Table 3.13 

Bootstrap Results for Indirect Effect and Conditional Indirect Effects (risk-taking) 

Risk-taking→Social Capital→Firm Performance Indirect Effect LL 95% CI UL 95% CI 

Mediating Effect a .03 -.01 .07 

Mediated Moderation:    

Low .02 −.01 .04 

High  .04 -.01 .10 

Note: n = 300. 
Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. 
a To test the mediating effect, we used Model 4 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the control variables as covariates. 
b To test the mediated moderation effect of humility on firm performance via social capital, we used Model 14 (in the PROCESS software), in which we included the control 
variables as covariates. 
c Low = formal firms; high = informal firms 
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Summary of the Findings 

The first objective of this model is to explore humility as another dimension of 

entrepreneurial behavior. Existing studies on entrepreneurial behavior have 

demonstrated that entrepreneurs’ assertive behaviors—such as risk-taking, aggressive, 

and proactive behaviors—facilitate their entrepreneurial performance (Engelen et al., 

2015; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; 2001; Naldi et al., 2007; Stam & Elfring, 2008; Wang, 

2008; Wiklund, 2006; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003). On the other hand, in this model, 

we shed light on entrepreneurs’ humble behavior to argue that such behavior can also 

facilitate the performance of entrepreneurial firms. We argue and demonstrate that 

humble entrepreneurs can attract stakeholders and achieve their desired outcomes as 

well as assertive entrepreneurs. Although the relationship between humility and social 

capital is not new in the leadership literature, its lacks the connection between humility 

and organizational performance. Advancing entrepreneurship knowledge, we argue that 

social capital is the underlying mechanism between entrepreneurs’ humble behavior 

and their firms’ performance. Our results also support our hypothesis that social capital 

has a significant indirect effect on the entrepreneurs’ humility and their firms’ 

performance.  

The second objective of this model is to investigate the indirect effect of 

entrepreneurs’ humility on their firms’ performance via social capital in different types 

of firms. We argue that this indirect effect is more pronounced in informal firms than in 

formal firms. Our findings support our assertions that humble entrepreneurs contribute 

more to their firms’ performance via building social capital if they operate informal 

firms rather than formal firms.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
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The motivation for this dissertation comes from our surprising findings 

highlighting how informal firms have been constantly overlooked by business 

researchers. Although a group of researchers have discussed the importance of studying 

firms in the informal economy (Webb et al., 2009; 2013; Schneider, 2002; Siqueira, 

Webb, & Bruton, 2014), research in this field is limited because of the difficulty of 

collecting data from informal firms (Webb et al., 2013). Therefore, while we have 

uncovered many reasons behind the entrepreneurial success of formal firms, we remain 

in the dark regarding the success of informal firms. In this dissertation, we take the 

stance that the entrepreneurial success of informal firms deserves a unique place in the 

realm of entrepreneurship research. 

As research on the success of informal firms is in its infancy, many lines of 

investigation merit exploration. Researchers studying formal firms identified 

entrepreneurial behavior as one of the major antecedents of entrepreneurial success 

(Dess, Lumpkin, & Covin, 1997; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; 2001; Naldi et al., 2007; 

Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003). In line with previous researchers, in this dissertation, we 

focus on three streams of investigation: the relationship between entrepreneurial 

behavior and entrepreneurial success, the importance of social capital, and the role of 

entrepreneurial behavior to build social capital, all pertaining to different firm types 

(formal versus informal).  

We developed two research models and reported their details in the previous 

two chapters. In Chapter 2, we tested entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior as an assertive 

behavior and its influence on the performance of their firms. We also tested various 

roles of social capital in formal and informal firms and its effect on the success of high-
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risk–taking entrepreneurs. In Chapter 3, we explored entrepreneurs’ humble behavior 

and the ability of humble entrepreneurs to accumulate social capital for their firms.  

Summary of the Key Findings 

In this chapter, we provide a summary of the key findings of the aforementioned 

two chapters and a review of their key implications for theory and practice. We then 

discuss the limitations of our research and conclude our thesis with some 

recommendations for potential future research directions.  

The effect of firm type on the relationship between risk taking and firm 

performance  

In Model 1, elaborated in Chapter 2, we investigated the relationship between 

entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior as an assertive behavior and firm performance. 

Previous studies depicted that this relationship depends on the business environment 

(Covin & Slevin, 1989; Honig, 1998; Luo, 2002), which induces a positive effect under 

favorable environments (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2005) and a 

negative effect under uncertain or adverse environments (Bromiley, 1991; Fiegenbaum 

& Thomas, 1988). We conceptualized that firm type (formal versus informal) is a 

distinct environmental factor that affects this relationship and argued that risk-taking 

behavior causes lower uncertainty for formal firms but offers bigger market 

opportunities and financial benefits to informal firms. Through a field study (Model 1 

in Chapter 2), we found that firm type moderates such a relationship. Our results also 

revealed that entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior is more beneficial for formal firms 

than informal firms.  
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The importance of social capital on risk-taking behavior and the performance of 

formal and informal firms 

In Model 1 (also elaborated in Chapter 2), we further conceptualized that social 

capital is another distinct environmental factor that affects the relationship between 

entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior and firm performance. We argued that 

entrepreneurs’ social capital protects their firms by offering higher commitments to 

their stakeholders and by improving the decision-making abilities of those 

entrepreneurs during risky situations. Through the same field study, we found that 

social capital positively moderates the relationship between entrepreneurs’ risk-taking 

behavior and firm performance. We also theorized that the role of entrepreneurs’ social 

capital may vary between formal and informal firms. In our model, we found that the 

effect of the three-way interaction among entrepreneurs’ risk-taking behavior, firm type 

(formal versus informal), and social capital on their firms’ performance was not 

significant.  

We also conducted supplementary analysis to compare the effects of social 

capital, firm type, and risk-taking behavior on firm performance. Our results revealed 

that when entrepreneurs take high risks for formal firms, they need to accumulate more 

social capital for their firms to perform well. On the other hand, when entrepreneurs 

take high risks for informal firms, their firms perform well irrespective of their high or 

low social capital. In fact, we found that informal firms perform slightly better if they 

have low social capital. These findings suggest that while social capital is only 

beneficial for the formal firms when entrepreneurs take high risk for their firms. A 

probable reason behind this non-significant result is that an informal firm itself 

encounters higher uncertainties than a formal firm and taking additional risk increases 
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that uncertainty level that even their social capital cannot help to protect those firms, 

when their entrepreneurs take higher risk for their informal firms. Indeed, the extant 

research suggest that entrepreneurs who initially start their business in an informal 

economy to get the benefit of the informal economy shift their business to a formal 

economy at later stage to avoid certain uncertainties of informality (Williams, 

Martinez-Perez & Kedir, 2017). Absence of legal support exposes informal firms to 

higher uncertainties. While social capital offers legitimacy to the informal firms 

(Honig, 1998), high risk-taking behavior of the entrepreneurs of those informal firms 

posits additional threat for those firms. Since, informal firms and their stakeholders 

directly or indirectly involve in violating the formal regulations due to their informal 

status, they need an intrinsic commitment to support each other. Taking higher risk for 

informal firms may induce higher probability to get exposed to institutional authorities 

and challenge exitance of their stakeholders as well. Moreover, success of informal 

firms can potentially create professional jealousy and taking higher risk by the owners 

of those informal firms offer opportunity to their competitors to hurt their business. 

Therefore, entrepreneurs’ social capital can benefit them when they take risk for their 

formal firms but cannot protect or add benefit to their informal firms. We try to theorize 

more about this finding in our theoretical implication section.    

The intervening mechanism for the relationship between humility and firm 

performance 

In Model 2, elaborated in Chapter 3, we aimed to apply the influence of 

entrepreneurs’ humility to research on entrepreneurial behavior. We attempted to 

investigate whether and why entrepreneurs’ humble behavior shapes their firms’ 

performance. We argued that social capital is the underlying mechanism between 
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entrepreneurs’ humble behavior and firm performance. We also argued that the 

importance of social capital is more pronounced for informal firms than for formal 

firms. As such, entrepreneurs’ humble behavior would help produce better firm 

performance in informal firms than formal firms by building social capital.  

Our findings supported our hypothesis that entrepreneurs’ humility can 

contribute to their firms’ performance by building social capital. We found that the 

indirect effect of entrepreneurs’ humility on firm performance was stronger in informal 

firms than in formal firms. We conducted several supplementary analyses to further 

support and add robustness to our theories. 

Theoretical Implications 

In line with the objective of this research—that is, to explore the influence of 

entrepreneurial behavior on the success of entrepreneurial firms, under the context of 

formal versus informal firms—the findings lead us to several meaningful contributions 

to our existing knowledge on the entrepreneurship literature. At the same time, 

embedding our arguments on social capital theory, this research further clarifies the 

region of social capital theory and advances our understanding from new perspectives. 

Theoretical implications for the entrepreneurship literature 

This dissertation contributes to the entrepreneurship literature in two ways. 

First, it confirms and establishes our understanding of the relationship between 

entrepreneurs’ assertive behavior and firm performance by showing that such a 

relationship is contingent on the business environment. While two groups of 

researchers suggested that entrepreneurs’ assertive behaviors have a positive (Dess, 
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Lumpkin, & Covin, 1997; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996) or a negative effect on firm 

performance (Bowman, 1980; Bromiley, 1991; Fiegenbaum & Thomas, 1988), a third 

school of researchers argued that the relationship between these two factors depends on 

the business environment (Covin & Slevin, 1989; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003; 2005; 

Zahra & Covin, 1995). In this dissertation, we not only support the third school of 

thought but also introduce two new environmental contexts, firm type (formal versus 

informal) and social capital, to enrich this line of inquiry. This dissertation therefore 

has significant implications for future research on entrepreneurial behaviors—that is, to 

explore different environmental contexts that can facilitate the relationship between 

entrepreneurs’ assertive behaviors and firm performance to neutralize the detrimental 

effects of such behaviors on their businesses. 

Second, this research advances our understanding of entrepreneurial behavior 

by introducing humility as another type of this behavior. As previously noted, existing 

research on entrepreneurial behavior has only emphasized assertive behaviors 

(Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; 2001; Stam & Elfring, 2008; Wiklund, 2006; Wiklund & 

Shepherd, 2003). We explain and demonstrate through our findings that humility is 

another discrete behavior that differentiates some entrepreneurs from others to make 

their firms more successful. We argue that entrepreneurs’ humility involves a form of 

submissiveness toward their stakeholders and, at the same time, signals the cooperative 

intent of those entrepreneurs. Such humility attracts stakeholders toward humble 

entrepreneurs to work on a similar shared cause. By doing so, we not only extend our 

existing knowledge on entrepreneurs’ behaviors but also reveal a new research 

direction for entrepreneurship scholars to study humility and other potential similar 

behaviors to understand the underlying reasons behind entrepreneurial success. 
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Theoretical implications for social capital theory 

This dissertation contributes to the literature on social capital theory in three 

ways. First, we advance existing research on social capital theory by taking into 

account the various roles played by social capital to facilitate firm performance. While 

extant knowledge on social capital theory explains the role of social capital to attain 

resources (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Gabbay & Zuckerman, 1998; Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998), 

we take a different stance to explore other alternative usage of social capital. We 

propose and demonstrate that entrepreneurs’ social capital plays two important roles to 

facilitate entrepreneurial success. On one hand, social capital plays the role of a 

protector to neutralize the adverse effects of entrepreneurs’ assertive behavior on their 

firms’ performance. On the other hand, social capital performs the role of an underlying 

mechanism between entrepreneurs’ humble behavior and their firms’ performance. In 

doing so, we produce pronounced evidence of the versatile role of social capital, 

facilitating the success of the entrepreneurial firms and offer a promising direction to 

research on social capital.  

Second, we provide an important insight that the effect of social capital on 

organizational performance is not static but rather contingent on external factors. 

Although earlier researchers identified that social capital is important for firms to 

benefit from social relationships (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Shane & Venkataraman, 

2000), whether the amount of social capital and its benefit to the firm has a linear 

relationship or not is unclear. Our theorization and findings demonstrate that some 

firms benefit more from social capital than other firms. Specifically, the results of 

Model 2 support our argument that informal firms benefit more from social capital 

when humble entrepreneurs accumulate such capital for their firms. This suggests that 
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researchers should explore the various contexts that influence the effect of social capital 

on firm performance.  

Third, the results of Model 1 offer a novel perspective to social capital research 

that more is not always better. Breaking away from the dominant perspective (and our 

argument for Hypothesis 3 of Model 1) that building more social relationships is 

beneficial for business performance (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Burt, 1992; Davidsson & 

Honig, 2003), our findings suggest that accumulating more social capital may not 

always add a competitive edge to entrepreneurial firms. Rather, while building more 

social relationships is beneficial to formal firms, keeping such relationships at a low 

level is more advantageous to informal firms, especially when entrepreneurs take high 

risks for their firms. One reason might be that informal firms tend to hide their 

identities from regulatory bodies and that having bigger social networks might threaten 

their intentions to keep a low profile. If entrepreneurs extend their social networks, it 

creates a possibility for them to share the same stakeholders with their competitors and 

leakage information between firms in informal economy. An entrepreneur’s secrets 

may be revealed to their competitors, causing them to lose their competitive advantage 

over others. At the same time, if one entrepreneur is visibly more successful in the 

industry, this can create professional jealousy among their competitors (Tan, Yang, & 

Veliyath, 2009). Sabotaging rivals in the informal economy by exposing them to legal 

authorities is not impossible or uncommon. Moreover, having a bigger network also 

means a greater chance of exposure to legal authorities. While social capital is certainly 

crucial for both formal and informal firms, having too many social relationships may 

turn social capital into a social burden for informal firms and threaten their existence. 

Therefore, our findings shed new light on social capital theory by explaining the 

potential adverse effects of social capital. 
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Theoretical implications for the informal economy literature 

This dissertation extends the informal economy literature on two major fronts. 

First, it provides new insights into the business research domain regarding the 

importance of exploring the informal economy perspective by explaining the potential 

limitations in conceptualizing the term informal economy and operationalizing its 

importance for businesses. Past studies scrutinizing the inevitability of an informal 

economy only focused on its economic benefits. While doing so, they left room to 

explore the managerial consequences of going informal. In this dissertation, we address 

that gap by introducing formal and informal firms as distinct organizational contexts 

that influence organizational performance. Our theorization and findings suggest that 

entrepreneurs’ assertive or humble behavior produces different levels of organizational 

outcomes under the influence of the formal or informal nature of their business. Firm 

type (formal versus informal) and its diverse effects on business performance might 

present promising directions for future leadership research. 

Second, we provide a new perspective on how entrepreneurial firms 

simultaneously react to the uncertainties and opportunities of their business 

environment. Extant research on formal firms suggest that some business environments 

posit uncertainties (Bromiley, 1991; Fiegenbaum & Thomas, 1988) and that others 

offer opportunities to formal firms (Covin & Slevin, 1989). These researchers also 

looked at the individual effects of such uncertainties or opportunities. Contrarily, in this 

dissertation, we present a new context that simultaneously induces uncertainties and 

opportunities to informal firms. We argue that violating formal regulations grants 

additional uncertainties to informal firms but offers bigger market opportunities to 

become successful. Our findings suggest that even under uncertainty, entrepreneurs 
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have higher success rates when they run their businesses informally. Therefore, 

researchers can further explore the mechanism that can control the simultaneous effects 

of the uncertainties and opportunities of informal firms. 

Practical Implications 

The purpose of this study is not to encourage entrepreneurs to go informal but 

rather to guide them on how they can be successful in formal and informal firms. To 

date, we have only explored and guided entrepreneurs on how they can be successful in 

formal firms. We cannot, however, ignore the existence of informal firms. This is one 

of the first studies to explore both formal and informal entrepreneurial firms. By doing 

so, this dissertation offers two important practical implications for both entrepreneurs 

and policymakers. 

The main practical implication of this dissertation is simple yet important: to 

promote entrepreneurial humility. We suggest that entrepreneurs of formal firms 

remain humble while, at the same time, taking risks for their firms. Since formal firms 

are protected by formal regulations, taking additional risks cannot hurt these firms as 

much as it would informal firms. Instead, this may offer formal firms better business 

opportunities. On the other hand, we recommend that informal firms not take many 

risks if they have a big network of social relationships. If their risk-taking tendency is 

strong, an entrepreneur in an informal firm should take risks at the beginning of their 

business, when their social network is still in its infancy. Once this social network has 

grown enough, they should control their risk-taking behavior and try to benefit from 

their humble behavior. Building social relationships is crucial for the success of both 
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formal and informal firms; therefore, entrepreneurs should remain humble to 

accumulate more social capital for their firms. 

In addition to our suggestions to entrepreneurs, we also suggest that 

governments and policymakers modify their existing policies and regulate informal 

firms along with formal firms. Informal entrepreneurship is inevitable but not a priority 

to lawmakers and society. In developing countries, the majority of economic activities 

are informal. Moreover, such activities have been increasing in developed countries 

along with the growth of their migrant and non-migrant populations. In particular, 

American and European countries have been receiving large numbers of migrants for 

many years. Recent Syrian political migrants add to these ever-increasing numbers. 

Most of these migrants are not legally allowed to work in these countries and therefore 

become involved in many informal entrepreneurial activities to survive. In addition, 

household economic activities, small vendors, and unregistered businesses comprise a 

large segment of the global economy. These governments are refrained from receiving 

taxes from such economic activities. Governments and policymakers are certainly 

aware of the existence of the informal economy, but identifying and monitoring 

individual informal firms is difficult. Therefore, governments should identify why 

entrepreneurs go informal.  

We argue that doing informal business is easier and financially more beneficial 

than doing formal business, which may encourage entrepreneurs to start their 

businesses in the informal economy. Probable solutions for this include relaxing 

business inception formalities, reducing taxes on business incomes, encouraging 

household incomes, offering more benefits to SMEs, and increasing the penalties for 

running informal businesses. Reducing taxes and duties will allow entrepreneurs to 
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make more profits, and increasing penalties will keep them from entering the informal 

economy. At the same time, including more informal firms in the formal economy will 

increase the overall income tax of the government. As such, we suggest that 

governments and policymakers reduce the size of the informal economy and, at the 

same time, guide the path for entrepreneurs to survive with their informal firms.  

Limitations of this Research 

Despite the considerable amount of time we had spent on first-hand data 

collection from formal and informal entrepreneurial firms in Hong Kong and 

Bangladesh, this research has several limitations, the first of which is the cross-

sectional nature of our data. It is difficult to access data in an informal economy since 

informal firms tend to conceal their existence from formal regulators (Shepherd et al., 

2019). Operating their businesses in one place may expose them to legal authorities, so 

informal firms change their business locations very frequently. Most of these informal 

firms have regular and trustworthy customers, so with each change in business location, 

the entrepreneurs inform these customers about their new locations via mobile phone or 

other means of communication. Therefore, we acknowledge that while communicating 

with a few of such informal firms for the second wave of data is possible, a sizable 

number of them can hardly be found. Therefore, a single wave of cross-sectional data 

collection, though not prescribed, is the most suitable for studying informal firms.  

Second, we collected data from the entrepreneur and only one employee from 

each firm. During our pilot data collection, we noticed that most of the entrepreneurs of 

informal firms ran their businesses alone, without any employees. They explained that 

employees may disclose their business secrets and complained that hiring employees is 
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detrimental to their competitive advantage because such employees often start their 

own informal businesses after learning the business secrets of their employers and 

eventually compete against them. However, collecting all the data from entrepreneurs 

alone may potentially raise the question of common-method bias. Therefore, we 

intentionally selected certain firms with at least one employee to respond to our 

questions. On many occasions, however, the entrepreneurs did not let their employees 

talk to us or spend much time with us. Therefore, collecting data from the entrepreneur 

and only one employee from each firm was the best choice for us.  

Third, measurement of firm performance has mostly been studied in the formal 

firms. Return on total asset has been commonly been used to measure the operational 

efficiency of a firm (Ansoff, 1965). Growth in sales has been used as another subjective 

measure to represent the economic performance of a firm relative to the environment 

(Hofer & Schendel, 1978:4). Dess and Robinson (1984) have used both of those 

subjective measures and also added three-item objective measure including return on 

asset, sales growth, and overall firm performance and measured them in a five-point 

scale. On the other hand, Tippins and Sohi (2003) has explained that obtaining sensitive 

data is sometimes very problematic. Sometimes, the owners do not prefer to reveal their 

financial information to the outsiders because of their competitive concern. Therefore, 

an indirect approach of collecting subjective measure of performance may be more 

suitable, which have also been widely used by strategy researchers (Dess, 1987, Powell, 

1992). Moreover, Powell (1992) has suggested collecting this type of subjective data 

from the CEO of the firm, since they are well-aware of their own firm and its 

competitive position in the industry. Especially, for the informal economy, many small 

firms do not maintain or want to reveal their actual financial data. Therefore, collecting 
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an objective measure was more applicable for measuring firm performance in the 

informal economy. 

Fourth, the distinction between formal and informal firms has not been well 

examined. The concept of formal and informal economies and firms is not new in 

academia. Only a few studies have been conducted on formal and informal firms in the 

business domain, and most of them are conceptual or qualitative in nature. A small 

number of quantitative studies were made on firms operating in the informal economy 

and whether those firms are registered or not. We followed research on informal 

economy in other domains and found that a group of social scientists used tax payment 

as a factor of distinction between informal and formal economies. We believe this 

should also be the case for firms. Taking these two items into account, we therefore 

measured firm formality and informality. Some researchers argued that informality 

should not be a continuous variable but rather a dummy variable. Therefore, we tested 

our models using both continuous and dummy variables and found that they supported 

both cases. However, more research should be conducted on informal firms to retest 

and establish this two-item measure in the business field. 

Last, limited research on informal firms restricted us from searching for 

sufficient evidence. We found sizable studies on formal firms but only handful of 

evidence on informal firms. We tried to explore more literature in this field from the 

development studies area, yet their concerns and research interests are different from 

those of business research.  
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Future Directions 

Our research provides insightful implications on the influence of entrepreneurial 

behavior on firm performance in different contexts. By explaining the contextual 

effects of formal and informal firms and the importance of social capital for 

entrepreneurs, this research has added to existing knowledge on entrepreneurship. At 

the same time, explaining the dominant literature on entrepreneurs’ assertive behaviors, 

such as risk-taking behavior, as well as the importance of entrepreneurs’ humble 

behavior, this dissertation has revealed extensive areas of research that are in need of 

further investigation. In this section, we propose some potential research directions that 

can be explored by building on our study. 

Retesting existing studies in informal firm settings 
 

This research focused on the diverse contextual effects of formal and informal 

firms on entrepreneurial performance, but the potential to expand this research in the 

future is not limited to the entrepreneurial setting. Our research has created a vast 

opportunity for both entrepreneurship and organizational behavioral researchers. Based 

on a comparative study between formal and informal firms, we demonstrated that 

entrepreneurs’ behaviors have different effects on firm performance because of the 

formal and informal natures of their businesses. Although we conducted our research 

on only small firms, informal firms are not restricted to such firms. Instead, all firms 

that are involved in illegal economic activities fall under this category. For example, 

many firms involved in international trading often try to avoid tax payments as well as 

import and export duties by over- or under-invoicing their foreign trade. All these firms 

should be counted as informal firms for violating formal regulations. To date, our 
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knowledge is only limited to formal firms. Therefore, a vast research opportunity exists 

to repeat existing studies on informal firms, which may potentially change or challenge 

existing knowledge and understanding as to why and how entrepreneurs and employees 

behave under different contexts and how entrepreneurs make strategic decisions while 

going informal. 

Identifying the antecedents of social capital in informal firms  

 

In our study, we defined humility as an antecedent of social capital, but more 

definitions exist. In small markets, how entrepreneurs compete against one another 

without hurting the interests or images of their competitors is still undetermined. One 

competitor can expose the identities of other competitors to regulatory authorities and 

wipe out such informal firms from the market, but what keeps them from doing so can 

be addressed by psychological researchers. Therefore, more studies are needed to 

understand the mechanisms to build social capital in informal firms. 

Investigating the gaps in existing knowledge 

 

Given the difficulty in collecting longitudinal data, we collected our data from a 

cross-sectional setting. As such, further studies are needed to retest our model in 

different countries to generalize our theorization and overcome the limitations of our 

cross-sectional data. More theoretical and analytical studies are needed to establish the 

concept of formal and informal firms and to enrich the literature for future studies. 

More collaborative research projects should be initiated by the government and 

policymakers with the researchers to identify other potential causes for entrepreneurs to 

go informal. A sizable difference in opportunities and benefits clearly exists between 
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formal and informal firms, which motivates some entrepreneurs to run informal 

businesses instead of formal businesses. Proper investigation is needed by the 

researchers to identify those gaps and to guide policymakers. 

Concluding Remarks 

In conclusion, our findings suggest the importance of formal and informal firms 

for explaining the relationship between entrepreneurs’ behavior and the success of their 

firms as well as the importance of entrepreneurs’ social capital to shield their firms 

from their own assertive behaviors. Finally, our results illustrate the role of 

entrepreneurs’ humble behavior in accumulating social capital for formal and informal 

firms and in making such firms successful. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: 21-item Scale to Measure Social Capital 
 

1. I maintain close social relationships with most of the people associated with my 

firm 

2. I spend a lot of time interacting with most of the people associated with my firm 

3. I know most of the people associated with my firm on a personal level 

4. I have frequent communication with most of the people associated with my firm 

5. People associated with my firm will not take advantage of others even when the 

opportunity arises 

6. People associated with my firm will always keep the promises they make to one 

another 

7. People associated with my firm would not knowingly do anything to disrupt the 

conversation 

8. People associated with my firm behave in a consistent manner 

9. People associated with my firm are truthful in dealing with one another 

10. I know that other people associated with my firm will help me, so it's only fair 

to help others. 

11. I believe that all the people associated with my firm would help me if I need it. 

12. I feel a sense of belonging towards my firm 

13. I have the feeling of togetherness or closeness to my firm 
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14. I have a strong positive feeling toward my firm 

15. I am proud to be the founder of my firm 

16. People associated with my firm use common terms or jargon 

17. People associated with my firm use understandable communication pattern 

during the discussion 

18. People associated with my firm use understandable narrative forms to post 

messages or articles 

19. People associated with my firm share the vision of helping others solve their 

professional problems 

20. People associated with my firm share the same goal of learning from each other. 

21. People associated with my firm share the same value that helping others is 

pleasant 
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Appendix 2: 6-item Scale to Measure Firm Performance 
 

1. How well your firm performed during the last 1 year relative to all other direct 

competitors in terms of return on investment. 

2. How well your firm performed during the last 1 year relative to all other direct 

competitors in terms of customer retention. 

3. How well your firm performed during the last 1 year relative to all other direct 

competitors in terms of sales. 

4. How well your firm performed during the last 1 year relative to all other direct 

competitors in terms of sales growth. 

5. How well your firm performed during the last 1 year relative to all other direct 

competitors in terms of profitability. 

6. How well your firm performed during the last 1 year relative to all other direct 

competitors in terms of profitability growth. 
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Appendix 3: 9-item Scale to Measure Humility 
 

 This person,  

1. actively seeks feedback, even if it is critical. 

2. acknowledges when others have more knowledge and skills than 

himself/herself. 

3. admits when s/he don’t know how to do something. 

4. shows appreciation for the contributions of others. 

5. takes notice of the strengths of others. 

6. often compliments others on their strengths. 

7. is willing to learn from others. 

8. is open to the ideas of others. 

9. is open to the advice of others. 
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Appendix 4: 19-item Scale to Measure Humility 
 

 This person,  

1. actively seeks feedback, even if it is critical 

2. acknowledges when others have more knowledge and skills than 

himself/herself. 

3. admits when s/he don’t know how to do something. 

4. shows appreciation for the contributions of others. 

5. takes notice of the strengths of others. 

6. often compliments others on their strengths. 

7. is willing to learn from others. 

8. is open to the ideas of others. 

9. is open to the advice of others. 

10. does not like to draw attention to himself/herself. 

11. keeps a low profile. 

12. is not interested in obtaining fame for himself/herself. 

13. has a sense of personal mission in life. 

14. devotes his time to the betterment of the society. 

15. His/her work makes the world a better place. 

16. believes that all people are a small part of the universe. 
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17. believes that no one in the world is perfect, and s/he is no better or worse than 

others. 

18. believes that something in the world is greater than him/her. 

19. believes that not everything is under his/her control. 
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